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Prc~faw 

This book is about a very powerful technique-a tool to 
investigate human thinking-developed by the clinical 
psychologist George Kelly a quarter of a century ago. In 
recent years it has also been applied extensively in 
industrial management and education. 

However, the tool itself-the grid-is very simple to 
elicit and can readily be applied to everyday problems of 
personal decision-making by ordinary people. We 
demonstrate this through a series of real-life case histories 
which introduce important applications of the grid. 

The main chapters of the book are independent of one 
another and may be used to learn, through example, a 
particular application of the grid to a common problem. 
Mter reading the book you may be more aware of the 
different bases for decision-making and how they change 

vii 



viii Preface 

with different background, viewpoints, and personalities. 
There is never a single answer to any problem, and usually 
your solution would be different from that of someone else. 

This book helps you to think again in every sense of the 
term. You can usually take apart and reconstruct your 
problem so that you can see many aspects of it at once. A 
reasonable solution is usually easier to find then. 

Good luck. Think again, and enjoy. 

The examples used in this book are fictitious in the sense 
that they do not refer to individuals living or dead. 
However, they are real in that they are based on the authors' 
many experiences in the practical application of Personal 
Construct Theory and the associated repertory grid 
techniques. 

We would like to thank our friends, too numerous to 
mention individually, who have offered helpful comments 
during the preparation of this book. 



1 

lntrodadion 

Before we launch into the main part of this book, we would 
like you to read the following sketches. Each concerns a 
person in a particular situation: 

Dan is a teenage boy who is often in trouble. He has been 
to court several times for petty offenses, and if his counselor 
hadn't been so sympathetic he could well have been taken 
away from his family and put in a home where he would live 
and be taught with other boys in similar circumstances. He 
does not get along well in school either. He has been truant 
quite often and has paid several visits to the principal's 
office. To make matters worse, his home life is a bit 
unsettled. Sometimes he just thinks everyone is against him, 
but he would like to know why he gets into trouble so much. 

1 



2 Introduction 

Jim is a student who wants to buy a car. AB usual, he 
would like something that will cruise at 120 mph, give 50 
mpg, convert to an estate car when he has to move out of his 
dormitory each term, and still look sporty enough to impress 
girls! But that's not all: he also has ideas about reliability, 
type of drive, number of doors, handling, and a whole host of 
other things. To make matters worse, he also has a "feel" 
about cars which he can't put into words, let alone keep all 
the other ideas in his head at once. 

Julie is a lecturer at a junior college. She teaches 
geography to students who failed the subject in high school 
but who still need to take the subject for one reason or 
another. Julie feels frustrated because she thinks that most 
of her students have the ability to pass the exam but that 
their attitude towards learning is holding them back. She 
would like to explore this with her students in a way that is 
meaningful to them and that does not simply involve her 
"lecturing at them." 

Carol is a middle-aged housewife who is in a rut. The 
worst part is, she knows she is in a rut but can't think 
clearly enough to get out of it. Her husband works long 
hours as a successful self-employed businessman and her son 
has gone away to school, so she sits at home thinking, and 
her thoughts seem to go round and round in circles. 

These are just a few of the sorts of people and situations 
that you may encounter every day. You may even be (or 
have been) in similar situations yourself. What do they have 
in common, and what do they have to do with this book? 

In fact, all the people in the examples are in need of a 
method for coming to grips with thinking. The problem of 
"thinking about thinking" is not a simple one. In particular, 
this book looks at one way of thinking about thinking called 
the Repertory Grid. It was invented by American 
psychologist George Kelly as a method of displaying how 
people thought about certain things. For Kelly, the grid was 
simply a tool which was developed out of his work as a 
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therapist. However, as with most tools, it can be used 
without a knowledge of the underlying theory. If a 
knowledge of Newtonian mechanics were required in order to 
use a pair of pliers, sales of pliers would plummet! 

The only requirement necessary before constructing a 
grid is that you (or whoever is doing the exercise) should list 
the things you want to think about. They may be things like 
books, or they may be things like different aspects of a 
particular situation. They form the elementary parts around 
which you will build your thoughts. For example, in Jim's 
case the elements are cars: the Hyundai Excel, Honda Civic, 
Subaru Justy, and so forth. 

In Julie's case, she is interested in how her students 
think and feel, so she must ask them to break down the 
situation. She could begin by asking each of them to list 
some events, not necessarily connected with formal 
education, from which they have learned (for example, a 
geography field trip, reading a particular book, meeting a 
famous person, and so forth). 

Since Carol is in a muddle, the grid may very well help 
her clarifY her thoughts, and in so doing, help her to get out 
of her rut. Indeed, different courses of action are possible 
elements in her grid. 

The important thing about all these lists of elements is 
that they should come from the person whose thinking we 
are trying to understand. One of the easiest ways to 
understand people is to try (with their help) to see the world 
through their eyes, since it is on their view of the world that 
their behavior is based. If we want to understand vandals, 
we must talk to them, not to their parents, or probation 
officers, or psychologists. When we say "I don't understand 
him" we should mean "I haven't asked him why he acts like 
he does." 

If you are to set up a grid then, you must first list the 
elements that you will use. You can add to the list or remove 
things from it later, but you need something to start with. 
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Once you have listed your elements, you are ready to explore 
your thinking by using the grid. The next chapter gives you 
step-by-step guidelines on how to do this. 



Eliciting 
a grid 

z 

In this chapter, we give an example of a grid elicited from 
Dan, a teenage boy who is often in trouble. The last time he 
was in court, the judge told him that he ought to "take stock 
of himself," and for some inexplicable reason this stuck in 
the boy's mind. Dan wanted to find out what it was that 
seemed to make him get into trouble and what he thought 
about people who were an influence on him. His counselor 
suggested that he use a grid to help him think. For the 
elements of his grid Dan drew up a list of the people he 
wanted to think about. The terms in which he describes 
these people are called "constructs." A construct is made up 
of two opposite descriptions like "tall-short" or "blue-eyed
not blue-eyed." If Dan used the word "tall" to describe some 
of the people in his grid, it would be in contrast to others who 
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6 Eliciting a grid 

were "short." If it had been your grid, you might have 
described the people who were not tall as stocky. The 
opposite of tall is a purely personal choice where constructs 
are concerned. 

Think of some of the people you meet during the day. 
Are some of them friendly? How would you describe the ones 
who you could not say were friendly? Perhaps they are: 

unfriendly 
quite unfriendly 
not very friendly 
aggressive 
hateful 
hostile 
cool 
cold 
horrible 
reserved 
quiet 

In different circumstances, you might have used any of these 
or other words to express the opposite of friendly. 

Dan has chosen six people with whom he regularly comes 
into contact: the judge, his father, himself, a policeman he 
knows well, the principal, and his "ideal self," which is his 
view of himself as he would like to be, rather than the person 
he sees himself to be at present. (His counselor suggested 
that he should include his ideal self in order to find out what 
it was about himself that he might want to change.) These 
six names were written one on each of six cards. Dan used 
the names of the people, but to make it more understandable 
to everyone, we have written down their job names as they 
are known to Dan. 



I El judge 

I E2 father 

IE3 self 

Two extra cards are made with just 
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I E4 ideal self I 
I ES policeman I 
I E6 principal 

~ and 0 on them. 

To begin eliciting a grid from Dan, three of these people 
are selected (for example, the judge, his father, and himself). 
He is asked: "Now if you consider each of them as people that 
you know well and who influence your life, which two seem 
most alike, and which one seems most different from the 
other two?" Dan thinks about this for some time and then 
replies, "The judge and father are similar, and I am 
different." Asked what it is about these two that makes 
them similar, he replies, "They are moaners." Then Dan is 
asked what it is about himself that makes him different, and 
he says, "Oh, I don't moan." Now Dan has revealed his first 
construct, Cl, which is written as shown on the next two 
cards. 

I Cl moaner I don't moan CII 

The person eliciting the grid faithfully records Dan's own 
words. The grid and each construct in it are taken to be 
samples of how Dan thinks and feels about these people in 
his own terms. The three cards are now put under the 
appropriate side of the construct, "o" for "moaner" and "x" for 
"don't moan." 
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~ I Cl moaner 

I El judge 

I E2 father 

I don't moan Cl I 

I E3 self 

There is no special significance in using o's and x's. They 
are simply two symbols to represent the two ends of the 
construct. If this book were printed in color we could use red 
blobs and green blobs, and the meaning would be the same. 
Now Dan is asked to place the three remaining cards-ideal 
self, policeman, and principal-to one or the other side of the 
construct. 

He then has: 

~ I Cl moaner 

I El judge 

I E2 father 

I E6 principal 

I don't moan Cl I 

IE3 self 

I E4 ideal self I 
I ES policeman I 

The grid form is ruled up and filled in as shown in Figure 
2.1. The o's and x's are copied according to the side the 
element card was placed on, those on the left being 
represented by o, and those on the right by x. The original 
three elements that were used to elicit the construct (judge, 
father, and self) are known as the "triad." On the grid form 
in Figure 2.1 a box has been drawn around each of the 
responses assigned to the triad. This is done for each 
construct so that we can see easily which elements have been 
used in triads and so we'll know that all elements have been 
used an equal amount. 
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DAN'S GRID ON PEOPLE 

0 Bl B2 B3B4 BSE6 X 

Cl moaner '0' ~ ~X X 0 don't moan Cl 

El Judge 

E2father 

E3 ..U 

E4 ideal self 

E5 pohccman 

E6 princlpal 

FIGURE 2.1 Dan's first construct 
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The second construct is elicited in the same way. The 
ideal selfE4, policeman E5, and principal E6 are used as the 
second triad. Dan puts principal and ideal self together as 
"helpful," but says that the policeman "doesn't help much." 

G] I e2 helpful I doesn't help much C2 I Q 

I E6 principal I E5 policeman I 
I E4 ideal self I 

As before, the other three cards are placed under o or x, and 
the results are recorded on the grid form. 

W I C2 helpful 

I E6 principal 

I E4 ideal self 

I El judge 

I E2 father 

I doesn't help much C2 I Q 

I E5 policeman I 
I E3 self 

As you can see, it is not necessary to have exactly the same 
number of elements in each column. 

Four more constructs are elicited and each time all the 
elements are assigned an o or an x. In this case, the list of 
triads used for the constructs Cl to C6 were: 

Cl-El, E2, E3 
C2-E4, E5, E6 
C3-El, E4, E5 
C4-El, E3, E4 
C5-E2, E5, E6 
C6-E2, E3, E6 
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Each person has been equally represented in the triads (each 
occurs three times in all). The completed grid form is shown 
in Figure 2.2. 

At this stage, Dan was asked if there was another person 
he had omitted who should be included as E7. Similarly, he 
was asked if any important construct sprang to mind that 
should be included in the grid. Space was left on the grid 
form for more elements and constructs, but Dan chose not to 
add to his grid. If he had put in a new element (E7), he 
would have gone down the column, assigning it an o or x on 
each of his existing constructs. A new construct would have 
been copied onto cards in the usual way and the element 
cards placed beneath the o or x. 

To summarize, the basic steps in eliciting a grid are as 
follows: 

1. Draw up a list of elements. 
2. Choose three elements (a triad). 
3. Decide in which way two members of the triad are similar. 
4. Decide in which way the other member is different. 
5. Assign each element an o or x depending on whether it is 

like the pair, or the other single member. 
6. Enter results on the grid form, and go back to step 2 until a 

good sample of constructs has been elicited. 

In later chapters we show you different ways of processing 
the grid that provide additional information to the 
description shown on the grid in its present form. 

There are a number of different methods of eliciting 
constructs. The triad method has certain advantages, but 
some of the possible variations are as follows: 

1. Simply write down the constructs as the ideas occur to you. 
2. Divide the set of element cards into two groups, then write 

down the construct according to what the one group has in 
common, while differing from the other group. 
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DAN'S GRID ON PEOPLE 

0 El E2 E3E4 E5 E6 X 

Cl moaner @] ~ ~X X 0 don't moan CJ 

C2 helpful 0 0 x[£1 0~ don't help much C2 

C3 quiet @I X X~ 0 0 big mouth C3 

C4 not stupid ~ x0 @] X 0 stupid C4 

cs nla: o@J X ol!l @I nuisance cs 

C6 look for trouble x@l @I X oGJ don't look tOr trouble C6 

El judge 

E2 father 

E3 se11 

FA ideal self 

E5 policeman 

E6pr1ndpal 

FIGURE 2.2 Dan's first grid 
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3. Choose the two most different elements and describe the 
difference. 

4. Choose the two most similar elements, and describe how 
they are similar and why the others are different. 

5. Choose any two elements and describe what they have in 
common. 

6. Choose any two elements and describe what it is that 
makes them different. 

Most people find that a mixture of these methods helps 
them discover a wide range of different constructs. Dan only 
had six in his grid, but with a little more time, he may have 
produced ten or fifteen different ways of discriminating those 
people, perhaps adding another element or two as his grid 
progressed. 

Using o's and x's allows for only basic yes-or-no 
discrimination. However, Dan could have used what is 
called a rating scale in order to make more sensitive 
discriminations between the people. Using a 1 to 5 scale, he 
might have placed the elements as follows: 

( Cl moaner 

2 

(E2 father I El judge 

I E6 principal I 

3 4 

I E5 policeman I I E3 self 

I don~ moan Cl I 
s 

I E4 ideal self I 

This would mean that his father is more of a moaner than 
the principal and judge, whereas the policeman moans only 
sometimes; Dan does not moan much but his ideal self does 
not moan at all. These ratings would then be copied onto the 
grid form in the place of the o's and x's. 
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. Now it is your turn to elicit a grid from yourself. Draw 
out a grid form like the one in Figure 2.1 (or use one from 
Appendix B), and prepare a small stack of cards, each about 
the size of half a postcard. One purpose of this grid could be 
to explore ways in which you think about people close to you. 
Write on each of the first six cards the names of friends, 
family, co-workers, neighbors, anyone you know well. Label 
these cards with the element numbers E1, E2, and so forth. 
You also need o- and x-cards. (You could have cards 
numbered one through five, but you may prefer to start with 
the o-and-x method and to practice that first.) Now, using 
the list of triads on page 10, elicit your constructs one at a 
time as we did with Dan, writing each on a pair of cards, 
then recording the final result on your grid form. If you have 
never done this before you may be amazed at some of the 
ideas that come into your head. But write them down
nobody need see them but you! Continue adding more 
constructs until you feel your grid is complete. You may add 
one or two more elements if you wish. If you make it too 
large, it will be more difficult to process (unless you are very 
good at arithmetic). For now, the suggested maximum is 
eight elements and eight constructs. 

When you have done this by yourself, you can try it on 
someone else. You must be very careful not to prompt the 
other person, and you must write down faithfully what they 
say in their own words. It is unlikely that their way of 
seeing things is the same as yours, but here is an 
opportunity to try to understand how things would look if 
you were in their place. Just accept whatever is said to you, 
giving a little positive encouragement now and then. 

There are one or two points to note. It is easy to put 
nonsense into a grid, but that is a waste of time. If you put 
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meaningless information in, your results will be 
meaningless. If you find yourself doing this, think carefully 
about why you wanted to elicit a grid in the first place. Each 
grid elicitation should be preceded by a statement of 
purpose. Why do you want to elicit this grid? What do you 
expect to find out that you do not know now? Which 
elements are you going to choose to suit your stated purpose 
best? Do you know all of them well enough? Is there one 
that you have left out, either purposely or accidentally? If 
so, include it. Are the elements all of the same type? For 
example, if you want to think about reading materials it 
would be unsuitable to have as elements the New York 
Times, the Washington Post, the Boston Globe, the Kansas 
City Star, the Calgary Herald, and books. The inclusion of 
an extremely general category such as "books" would make it 
very difficult for you to get meaningful constructs about real 
similarities and differences. Some sets of elements related to 
specific problems are given as examples: 

1. The investigation of relationships in the family-mother, father, 
brother, self, grandfather, grandmother, cousin. 

2. The choice of a future career-farmer, miner, railway engineer, 
soldier, banker, psychologist. 

3. Exploring difficulties in learning-reading, writing, thinking, 
understanding, talking, listening. _ 

4. Opinions of television programs-the evening news, LA. Law, 
Hunter, The World at War, Sesame Street, The Cosby Show. 

5. Reading for a train journey-Mademoiselle, Playboy, Watership 
Down, Holocaust, The Wildest Heart, Think Again. 

6. Roles in my life-husband, boss, subordinate, father, hockey 
fan, car driver. 

7. Helping decide whether to diet-hips, legs, bust, waist, face, 
arms. 

8. Investigating health foods-honey, bran, eggs, yogurt, cottage 
cheese, fruit. 
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9. Analysis of a work situation-my boss, my boss's boss, 
successful colleague, unsuccessful colleague, liked subordinate, 
disliked subordinate. 

10. To decide which pieces of music accompany different 
activities-Fur Elise, Sabre Dance, Water Music, Hall of the 
Mountain King, Capriccio Espagnol, Fugue in D minor. 

Naturally, these examples are only given as a guide. 
Yours will be different. Many examples are given later in the 
book, but you will always find that both your purpose and 
your set of elements will be different from those given. This 
difference is important to the grid: you must contribute part 
of yourself if it is to be truly representative of yourself. 

The next chapter tells you how to process your grid in 
order to get more insight into its contents, but even at this 
stage you will probably find that you are more aware of your 
own thoughts and feelings than you were before. 



Using 
a grid 

3 

Eliciting a grid is useful in sorting out your thoughts about a 
topic or an important decision. Listing the elements 
encourages you to find all the relevant items (for example, 
all the actions open to you). Thinking out the constructs 
which apply helps you to find out how many different ways 
you view the items (for example, how many different factors 
might affect your decision). 

After you have elicited a grid there are a variety of ways 
in which you may use it-it is, after all, a representation of 
your thoughts about a topic or decision-and you may use 
the grid to explore the different implications of the different 
actions you might take. Using a grid is similar to asking 
yourself questions. Normally, this is not an easy process. 
You will find that it is difficult to be both the questioner and 

17 



18 Using a grid 

the answerer, particularly if you are trying to think out the 
implications of the answers at the same time. By putting 
your thoughts in the form of a grid you have "frozen" them 
for a while. Then, it is easier to question yourself in detail 
and think out the meaning of the replies as you do it. 

This chapter will deal with some of the ways in which you 
can look at the grid itself to see how you think about the 
elements and constructs. In later chapters we will show you 
how to use the grid for other purposes, such as coming to a 
decision where there is no clear cut "best" choice, or helping 
someone else to choose in a similar situation. In the second 
part of the book we use the grid methods in a slightly 
different way to help you understand other people's points of 
view and learn to see the world through their eyes. 

There are many different questions that can be answered 
just through the use of your own grid. For example, in a grid 
about members of the family, you might want to see who is 
most like you, or if any two people are like each other. It is 
possible to see this by looking at the patterns of o's and x's 
down the columns of elements which represent those 
particular people on all the constructs. Considering Dan's 
grid shown in Figure 2.2, element E3 was "self' and had the 
pattern: 

E3 

Cl x 
C2x 
C3 X 
C4 X 
C5 X 

C6 o 

E3 self 

If we look down all the columns in turn, we find one with 
exactly the same pattern: 
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E3 E5 

Cl X X 

C2 X X 

C3 X X 

C4 X X 

cs X X 

C6 0 0 

E3 self 

E5 policeman 

In this context Dan sees himself to be very much like the 
policeman. We can go back to the grid and see which side (or 
pole) he actually used to rate these elements. For himself, 
E3, and the policeman, E5, the right hand side of the first 
five constructs were used and the left hand side of C6. He is, 
therefore, seeing both himself and the policeman as people 
who don't moan, don't help much, are big mouths, stupid, 
nuisances, and look for trouble. Dan was surprised and 
horrified to see this result. He said that he really thought of 
himself as quite different from the policeman, although he 
could see why he had rated them both in the same way. This 
gave him a new perspective and forced him to think again 
about what he really meant. 

In a similar way, we might try to find a cluster of 
constructs in a grid with the same pattern. The most 
obvious pair in Dan's grid in Figure 2.2 is C3 and C4. In 
other words, everyone he has marked as quiet he has 
marked also as not stupid, and everyone he has marked as a 
big mouth he thinks is stupid also. This could be explained 
in a number of ways. It could be that every big mouth he 
happens to have included in his grid is also stupid; or it 
could be that he always associates these two characteristics, 
and that consequently he will mark everyone the same on 
one as the other, whomever they are. On the other hand, the 
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two characteristics could be totally unrelated, and occur in 
this instance by chance. (This would be more apparent if the 
constructs were: has blue eyes-has brown eyes; quiet-big 
mouth.) 

0 El E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 X 

C3 quiet 0 X X 0 X 0 big mouth C3 

C4 not stupid 0 X X 0 X 0 stupid C4 

El judge 

E2 father 

E3 self 

E4 ldealself 

ES policeman 

E6 principal 

You can now see that more information can be gleaned 
from the grid by sorting out the elements and constructs into 
clusters that have the same characteristics and by 
presenting the same data in a form that makes it easier to 
understand the full meaning of the responses. 

There are several methods of processing a grid to achieve 
a more meaningful representation, two of which are 
discussed in detail in the next chapter so that you can carry 
out the process for yourself. Then, in later chapters, 
alternative ways are explained and used. Each of these 
many ways is used in a particular context, and you will see 
why it is the most appropriate method for that problem. 
There is no correct way of processing a grid, but only a more 
appropriate way for the type of information you are seeking 
as a clarification or partial solution of your problem. 



Procassing 
a grid 

This chapter gives step-by-step details of two different ways 
of processing a grid to find the patterns of similarity that 
may help you see in what ways elements and constructs are 
alike or different. This will be especially useful when you 
process your own grids. Until then, if you prefer, you can 
read quickly through the first part of the chapter to get an 
impression of what can be done, and then skip on to Chapter 
5. Later on, when the main points have been discussed, you 
will be reminded to return to this chapter and reread it in 
more detail, working through the example of Dan's grid, 
shown in Figure 2.2 and again in Figure 4.1. 

21 
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DAN'S GRID ON PEOPLE 

0 El E2 E3 E4 ES E6 X 

Cl moaner 0 0 X X X 0 don't moan Cl 

C2 helpful 0 0 X 0 X 0 don't help much C2 

C3 quiet 0 X X 0 X 0 big mouth C3 

C4 not stupid 0 X X 0 X 0 !tupld C4 

cs nice 0 0 X 0 X 0 nuisance cs 

C6 look tor trouble X 0 0 X 0 X don't look lOr trouble C6 

El judge 

E2 father 

E3 sell 

E4 ideal self 

ES policeman 

E6 prindpal 

FIGURE 2.2 Dan's first grid 
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METHOD! 

We start here as we did in Chapter 3 by looking down the 
columns of elements to see if there are any identical patterns 
of o's and x's. We have already seen one pair: 

E3 E5 

Cl X X 

C2 X X 

C3 X X 

C4 X X 

cs X X 

C6 0 0 

E3 self 

ES policeman 

There is also another pair of matching elements involving 
the judge, El, and the principal, E6: 

El E6 

El judge 

E6 principal 

In fact, the pattern for E3 and E5 is exactly opposite to 
that of El and E6, indicating that these two groups or 
clusters (El, E6) and (E3, E5) are at opposite ends of every 
construct. Now, by reordering the elements you can begin to 
see how Dan is classifying these people. 
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E4 El 

Cl X 0 

C2 0 0 

C3 0 0 

C4 0 0 

cs 0 0 

C6 X X 

E4 ideal self 

Eljudge 

E6principal 

E6 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

X 

E2 E3 ES 

0 X X Cl 

0 X X C2 
X X X C3 
X X X C4 
0 X X cs 
0 0 o C6 

E2 father 

E3 self 

ES policeman 

There is only one difference in the ratings between E4 
and El (on Cl), but three differences between E6 and E2, 
and three between E2 and E3. The number of differences 
cannot be reduced by changing the order of the elements, so 
this is one way of reordering the elements to minimize the 
number of differences between them. You can now see the 
clusters clearly: (E4, El, E6), (E2), (E3, E5). 

Now we can do the same with the constructs in Dan's 
grid. You can see that constructs C2 and C5 contain an 
identical pattern of responses, and that C3 and C4 are the 
same. 
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The reordered constructs are: 

E4 El E6 E2 E3 E5 

ctW lolo I ~ I X I X I Cl 

C2~ 
C5 o taB 0 ~ tffijC2 

C5 

0~ 
C4 o GIB 0 ~ rno 

C4 

c60 X I X I 
There is a difference only on element E4 between Cl and 

C2, and a difference only on E2 between C5 and C3. 
Construct C6 is quite different from all the others. However, 
since constructs are "bipolar" -having two ends or poles
these pole descriptions and the associated o and x codings 
can be changed over without changing the assignment of any 
element to a particular side of the construct. (In fact, it is 
not important that we used o's and x's-we could have used 
hearts and diamonds, or 1 and 2, or two triangles, as we do 
later in the book.) 
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0 El E2 E3 E4E5 E6 X 

C6a look for trouble X 0 0 X 0 X don't look for trouble C6a 

C6b don't look for trouble 0 X X 0 X 0 look for trouble C6b 

El Judge 

E2 father 

E3 self 

E4 ideal self 

E5 pollceman 

E6 pr1nc!pal 

Take the judge, El. On construct C6a he is rated "x:' on 
the right side, meaning "don't look for trouble." However, we 
could rewrite the construct as C6b. On construct C6b he is 
rated "o" on the left side, meaning "don't look for trouble." 
You will see that this is true for all the other elements as 
well. You can now see that C6b has the same ratings 
pattern as C3 and C4. We call this reversing the construct. 

E4 

Cl~ 

C2~ 
cs[ij 

C3~ C4 o 

C6 o 

El E6 E2 E3 E5 

I o I o I I X I X I Cl 
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Thus, in this example, El and E6 now have all o's, and 
E3 and E5 have all x's. Since what we are doing here is 
making the picture clearer, we will call this process focusing. 
Focusing gives us the focused grid. This focused grid shows 
more clearly the meaning contained in the original 
responses, and reveals where the similarities and differences 
lie. The "R" next to C6 on the grid form in Figure 4.2 shows 
that we are using the reversed form. 

The focused grid shows that Dan sees himself and the 
policeman as people who don't moan but who are stupid, 
bigmouthed nuisances who look for trouble and don't help 
much. On the other hand, he sees his ideal self, the judge, 
and the principal as nice, quiet, helpful people who are not 
stupid and don't look for trouble. We can describe Dan as 
seeing some good and some bad characteristics in his father. 
However, the grid itself cannot show "good" and "bad"; it 
reveals only differences. Dan is the only person in this case 
who can arrive at this interpretation of the results, just as 
you will be the only person who could interpret what your 
grid means to you. Dan included his ideal self as element E4 
in his grid and this gave him a reference point against which 
to compare other people. You can see from the patterns in 
the columns of the grid in Figure 4.2 that the people who 
most closely resembled his ideal self were the judge and the 
principal. The people with the most different characteristics 
were himself and the policeman, while his father was only 
partly like his ideal self. 

Note that the grid reveals more about Dan than it does 
about the people he comes into contact with. It shows the 
terms by which he thinks and feels about these people, and 
how his different thoughts and feelings relate to each other. 
For example, on the evidence of these six constructs, Dan 
feels that (1) nice people are helpful, whereas nuisances 
don't help much, and (2) quiet people are not stupid and 
don't look for trouble, whereas stupid big mouths do look for 
trouble. 
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DAN'S FOCUSED GRID ON PEOPLE 

0 E4 El E6 E2 E3 E5 X 

Cl moaner X 0 0 0 X X don~ moan C! 

C2 helpful 0 0 0 0 X X don't help much C2 

C5 nice 0 0 0 0 X X nulsance C3 

C3 quiet 0 0 0 X X X big mouth C4 

C4 not stupid. 0 0 0 X X X stupid C5 

l~ don't look for trouble 0 0 0 X X X look for trouble ~6 

E4 ideal oclf 

Eljudge 

E6pdndpal 

E2 father 

E3oclf 

E5 policeman 

FIGURE 4.2 Dan's focused grid on people 
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These meanings in Dan's grid can be discussed with him. 
When you look back through the grid and determine the 
patterns it reveals it is often possible to see relationships 
that could not have been pointed out beforehand, but which 
can now be seen as significant. Even though you might not 
be aware of these relationships, they will still influence how 
you think and act. For instance, you may not know why you 
dislike someone, or why you cannot stop yourself from doing 
something in particular, until you think again, using the 
grid. 

If you have found this chapter a little difficult and would 
rather move toward other problems, then skip the rest of the 
chapter and turn to Chapter 5. 

METHOD2 

This is a method of processing the grid in order to produce 
clusters of elements and constructs. It is more systematic 
than the previous method and involves some calculation, 
rather than a selection of what appears similar to you. The 
method begins with the operation of calculating a table of 
matching scores between the elements and another table of 
matching scores between the constructs. 

The element matching scores table is derived from the 
original grid (Figure 4.1). Look down the first two columns 
and count the number of times the same symbol (o or x) 
appears on the same line. In this case the number is 3 (on 
C1, C2 and C5). Draw a form as shown, and put a 3 in the 
place under E2 and in line with E 1. 
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Ei E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 

El 
E2 
E3 
E4 

E5 
E6 

Now continue with columns Eland E3. Use a ruler or strip 
of paper to help you see the right columns. Since there are 
no repetitions of the same sign here enter a zero in the right 
place opposite E3 and El. Can you see where the other 
numbers came from? After matching El with E2, E3, E4, 
E5, E6, match E2 with E3, E4, E5, E6, and so on until the 
end. You now have the table of element matching scores. 

El E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 

El 
E2 
E3 
E4 
E5 
E6 

Now to start forming the clusters, pick out the largest 
number. In this case we have a 6 at (El, E6) and at (E3, E5). 
Draw a diagram of the two clusters: 

E3-----E5 El-----E6 

Cross out the two 6's then look for the next highest number. 
There is a 5 at (E 1, E4) and at (E6, E4). Connect this 
element to the (El, E6) cluster already formed: 
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E3-----E5 

Since we have included five of the six elements we must 
look to see which element is not present, and then put it in a 
new cluster by itself. This element is E2. The final clusters 
are, therefore: 

E3-----E5 
E2 

If there were more than six elements, we might have formed 
more clusters by continuing to pick the numbers out of the 
table in descending order. 

Having found the clusters of elements, we can turn to the 
constructs. The table of construct matching scores is 
calculated in two halves, the first half being calculated in a 
similar way to that of the element table. Look again at the 
grid in Figure 4.1, this time considering the rows Cl to C6. 
Cl and C2 have five symbols (o or x) that are the same; Cl 
and C3 have four symbols the same. (Symbols count as the 
same only if they are on the same element.) We can insert 
these scores in the table: 

Clb 
C2b 
C3b 
C4b 
C5b 

C6b 

Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 

Cl C2 C3 C4 CS C6 

Cl 
C2 

C3 
C4 
C5 

C6 
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To calculate the other half of the table we must take account 
of "reversed" constructs as explained in Method 1. If we 
reverse C2 to get C2b we get 

El E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 

C2b X X 0 X 0 X C2b 

and C1 and C2b have one symbol that is the same. The 
match value of C1 with C2, and that of C1 and C2b, add up 
to six. (5+1=6). Or, we could get the 1 by figuring out that 
this equaled 6-5. (This quick method can be used with all 
the constructs in turn, but it works only on this scale with 
just two rating values, in this case o and x). 

Let's try the next one, C1 and C3. The number of 
matching symbols is four, so C1 and C3b will be 6-4 = 2. 
Check by reversing C3 to make sure it works. We drew out 
the following matrix for the construct matching scores and 
put the numbers in the correct places. The first (not 
reversed) is on the top right side and the second (b, reversed) 
is on the bottom left side. 

Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 

Clb Cl 
C2b C2 
C3b C3 
C4b C4 
C5b cs 
C6b C6 

Cl C2 C3 C4 CS C6 

Now you can fill in the rest of the matrix. Check to make 
sure you know where the numbers came from. 
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Cl C2 C3 C4 CS C6 

Clb Cl 
C2b C2 
C3b C3 
C4b C4 
C5b cs 
C6b C6 

Cl C2 C3 C4 CS C6 

The clusters are formed in exactly the same way as before. 
Choose the largest number, in this case 6. We have (C2, C5), 
(C3, C4), (C3, C6b), (C4, C6b), all with the value of 6. So the 
clusters we get are: 

C2-----C5 C3 C4 """/ C6b 

Now when you cross out each "6" you must also cross out the 
value on the other side since we are looking for the version of 
the construct (original or reversed) that is most matched 
with another construct. That is, we cross through both C2 
and C5, and through C5b and C2. As with the elements, we 
look for the remaining construct that is used to form a new 
cluster: construct Cl. 

C2-----C5 
Cl 

It is possible then to look back at the descriptions of these 
constructs to see which of the names are being used in a 
similar way and which ones are being used in reversed form; 
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the reversed ones have the letter "b" after them. So C6 is 
reversed, and the others remain in their original form. 

So the overall results are, for the elements: 

and for the constructs: 

quiet/big mouth, 

not stupid/stupid 

There are various other ways of analyzing a grid, but 
they need either a computer or a good head for arithmetic. If 
you use a rating scale as suggested in Chapter 2 and 
demonstrated in later chapters, you can use Method 2, but 
the rules are more complicated. Method 2 is explained in 
detail in Appendix A. The FOCUS computer program 
described in Appendix B (The RepGrid Computer Program) 
calculates and prints the two tables of matching scores to 
show the percentage similarity, and plots the clusters in 
graphical form. 



Carol•s 
lif• crisis 

I 

In Chapter 2 we saw how Dan's view of himself and 
important people in his life could be explored in a grid. In 
Chapter 4 we showed how this grid could be analyzed to 
reveal his thoughts about people and the type of constructs 
that he used to describe the people. Doing this has thrown 
some light on Dan's view of the world and his relation to it. 
Let's go back to one of the other problems that we outlined in 
Chapter 1 and see how a grid can help in understanding it. 

As we saw in Chapter 1, Carol has arrived at what we 
might call a crisis point in her life. She feels it is time for a 
change, but is not sure in which direction she ought to go. 
One day, Carol's thoughts and feelings are so pressing that 
she decides she cannot continue without sorting them out. 
Her mind is so jumbled that she cannot just sit down and 

35 
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think out her problems. She decides to try using a grid so 
that she can at least look at her problem objectively. She 
hopes that the exercise may help break her out of her rut. 

Carol's rut is one born of habit, but it has not always 
been that way. Before Carol and her husband John were 
married, Carol had a job as personal assistant to the director 
of an engineering firm. Her job meant long hours. But every 
day was different, and often she was taken to dinner by her 
boss on business occasions. Indeed, it was on one such 
occasion that she met John who, at the time, was starting 
his own business. 

After a brief romance, Carol and John were married. A 
year later their son was born. Carol had given up her job 
shortly after they were married, and once their son was 
born, she found that mothering was a full-time job. John 
spent all his waking hours working to build up his business. 

Now, eighteen years later, Carol's son has just left home 
for university and Carol now realizes that she has spent all 
that time serving her family's needs. John is still working 
all day, every day, even though his business is now thriving. 
Work has become a habit to John; he fears his business 
would collapse if he worked less. Now the only times Carol 
meets people are either when she shops or when John brings 
business associates home for dinner. 

Carol feels that there is not a "mental" solution to her 
problem-she must do something. The trouble is she doesn't 
know what to do. For this reason, she decides to list possible 
courses of action as elements in a grid. 

The first possibility that occurs to Carol is that she could 
get a job again. Her typing and shorthand used to be very 
good, and she is sure it would take her very little time to 
brush up on them. The local university often has vacancies 
for secretarial staff, so she is fairly sure she could get a job. 

Upon reflection, Carol decides that she really has two 
possibilities here. She knows that there are often part-time 
secretarial jobs available at the university, so she lists her 
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first two elements as "Take a full-time job" and "Take a part
time job." Any job would give her some money that she could 
spend as she wished. Obviously, a full-time job would give 
her more money than a part-time job, but a part-time job 
would leave her with more free time. 

Thinking about the university leads Carol to another 
possibility. Although she is now middle-aged she knows that 
it might be possible for her to become a student. She had 
always encouraged her son to get as good an education as 
possible because she felt that she had not been given such an 
opportunity. However, when she took her son to one of his 
college interviews, she was surprised to find that a few of his 
fellow interviewees were closer to her age than his! Talking 
to them while she waited for her son, she discovered that it 
was not uncommon for social science departments to accept 
mature students. Her son was majoring in sociology, but she 
thought that she would prefer psychology, having always 
maintained an interest in people and their behavior. She 
would like to study the subject formally, although she now 
finds the idea of a full-time program a little daunting. As 
her third element she lists "Take a psychology course." 

The doubt Carol feels about taking such a course leads 
her to her fourth element. She knows there are many night 
school classes that she could attend. They could involve not 
only academic but leisure interests, for example, guitar 
playing, dress making, and so forth. Rather than make her 
mind up now, Carol simply lists "Take an evening class" as 
her fourth element. 

Carol misses the daily contact with her son, something 
she has had for the past eighteen years. With John working 
such long hours, she sometimes does not see another human 
being from one day to the next. In short, she is often lonely. 
Two particular ways to counteract this loneliness occur to 
her, one which relates to loss of contact with her son, and the 
other to lack of contact with her husband. 
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At her age, Carol knows that she is a little old to have 
another baby. She is still physiologically able to give birth, 
but she knows that the risk of having a handicapped child is 
greater at her age. However, she could easily foster a child. 
This would give her contact with a child again, but it would 
also mean continuing in a serving role. She has not 
discussed the idea with her husband yet, but the idea is 
appealing enough for her to include it as her fifth element. 

The other way she can think of to counteract her 
loneliness relates to the lack of contact she has with her 
husband. A few weeks ago, John brought Mike, a business 
associate, home to dinner. During the course of the evening, 
Mike (a single man) was very flattering to Carol, particularly 
when John was out of the room. On the basis of this 
encounter, Carol is fairly confident that she could at least 
have an affair with Mike if she wanted to. She is not sure 
whether such an involvement would be only a temporary 
answer to her problem. She has no way of knowing at this 
stage whether Mike would be interested in a permanent 
relationship and is not sure herself whether she wants to 
leave her husband, but she decides to include "Have an 
affair" as her sixth element. Because of her uncertainty 
about staying with John, she decides to include "Leave 
husband" as her seventh element. 

Carol decides to include the possibility of emigrating as 
her eighth element. She has a married sister in England 
and has enjoyed holidays there without John. She knows 
John would not leave the United States, so going to England 
would mean leaving him. However, it would be a different 
type of separation than if she simply moved out of their 
house and stayed in the same neighborhood. The latter 
would be a possibility if Mike were interested in a long-term 
relationship. 

As a final element, Carol decides to include "Carry on as 
before." She is prepared to believe that her present worries 
may just fade away, that she is just overreacting to small 
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changes and that she will adapt to her new situation. 
However, she is not very confident that she can adapt. The 
pressure she feels seems to demand action, but she doesn't 
want to rush into any action she might later regret. 

This leaves Carol with the following list of elements: 

1. Take a full-time job. 
2. Take a part-time job. 
3. Take a psychology course. 
4. Take an evening class. 
5. Foster a child. 
6. Have an affair. 
7. Leave husband. 
8. Emigrate. 
9. Carry on as before. 

Carol begins to elicit constructs by considering triads. 
The first triad she looks at is "Take a full-time job," "Take a 
part-time job," and "Take a psychology course." The first 
thing that occurs to her is that both the job possibilities 
would provide her with some money, but taking the course 
would actually cost her money. She illustrates this construct 
as a rating scale (see Figure 5.1). 

The next triad Carol considers is "Take an evening class," 
"Foster a child," and "Have an affair." In this case, the 
evening class and the affair possibilities seem similar 
because Carol knows that she could stop them both if she 
found that they were not what she wanted. On the other 
hand, fostering seems irreversible. It would be emotionally 
unfair to the fostered child to change her mind once the 
process had begun. Carol uses this construct in Figure 5.2. 

The next triad Carol considers is "Leave husband," 
"Emigrate," and "Carry on as before." She knows that both 
leaving her husband and emigrating would disrupt John's 
life, but if she simply carries on as before, she is fairly sure 
that he will do the same. She rates the elements on this 
construct in Figure 5.3. 
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CAROL'S GRID 

1 El E2E3 E4 ES E6 E7 E8 E9 5 

CJ make JDOl'e money I 2 5 4 4 3 3 3 3 cost more money CJ 

El take a full-time job 

E2 take a part--e Job 

E3 take a psychology course 

E4 take ao evening c:Jass 

E5 foster ac:blld 

E6 have an a1l3ir 

E7 leave husband 

E8 emigrate 

E9 cany on as before 

FIGURE 5.1 Carol's first construct 
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CAROL'S GRID 

1 El E2 E3 E4 ES E6 E7 E8 E9 5 

Cl make more money 1 2 5 4 4 3 3 3 3 cost more money C! 

C2 - 2 1 2 1 5 1 4 3 3 irreversible C2 

El take a full-time Job 

E2 take a part-lime job 

E3 take a psychology course 

E4 take an evening class 

E5 foster a chUd 

E6 have an affa1r 

E7 leave husband 

ESemJgrate 

E9 carry on as before 

FIGURE 5.2 Carol's second construct 
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CAROL'S GRID 

1 El E2 E3 E4 ES E6 E7 E8 E9 5 

Cl make more money I 2 5 4 4 3 3 3 3 cost more money Cl 

C2 reversible 2 I 2 I 5 I 4 3 3 irreversible C2 

C3 would d1mlpt John 2 3 I 2 4 5 I I 5 wouldn't disrupt John C3 

El take a full-time job 

E2 take a part-time Job 

E3 take a psychology course 

E4 take an cvenlng class 

E5 footer a ch!ld 

E6 have an affalr 

E7 leave husband 

E8 emlgrate 

E9 cany on as before 

FIGURE 5.3 Carol's third construct 
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Carol has now used each of the elements once in a triad. 
Rather than risk coming up with the same ideas again, she 
decides to choose triads that do not repeat any pair of 
elements. This means that since elements El, E2, and E3 
have been used in a triad, she will try to avoid using El and 
E2 together in a triad again. The same avoidance will be 
observed with Eland E3 and with E2 and E3. With nine 
elements, this is not difficult to arrange for up to nine triads. 
With fewer elements it is obviously more difficult. 

The fourth triad Carol considers is "Take a full-time job," 
"Foster a child," and "Carry on as before." When she 
remembers all the work involved in raising a child and 
considers that some of the excitement she felt over her own 
child might be missing in the case of a foster child, she 
decides that "Foster a child" and "Carry on as before" are 
likely to be less exciting than taking a job. In fact, carrying 
on as before would be positively humdrum! She uses this 
construct in Figure 5.4. 

The fifth triad Carol considers is "Take a psychology 
course," "Take an evening class," and "Emigrate." She 
thinks that emigrating would involve a great deal of 
emotional strain, whereas either of the courses would involve 
some degree of physical strain. She uses this construct in 
Figure 5.5. 

The sixth triad Carol considers is "Take a part-time job," 
"Have an affair," and "Leave husband." Both leaving her 
husband and taking a part-time job would increase her 
independence. At first glance, having an affair seems like an 
independent thing to do but Carol realizes that since she 
would not want John to know of it, she wouldn't really gain 
any independence. She would still have to live as John 
expected her to live, and in that sense she certainly would 
not be gaining any independence. She uses the construct in 
Figure 5.6. 
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CAROL'S GRID 

1 El E2 E3 E4ES E6 E7 E8 E9 5 

Cl make more money 1 2 5 4 4 3 3 3 3 cost more money Cl 

C2 ,....,.ble 2 1 2 1 5 1 4 3 3 IIreve<sible C2 

C3 would disrupt John 2 3 1 2 4 5 1 1 5 wouldn't disrupt John C3 

C4 humdrum 5 5 5 4 2 4 3 3 1 exciting C4 

El take a tull~timejob 

E2 take a part-time job 

E3 take a psychology course 

EA take an <=1h1g class 

E5 foster a chJld 

E6 baveanafl'alr 

E7 leave husband 

E8 emlgrate 

E9 cany on as before 

FIGURE 5.4 Carol's fourth construct 
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CAROL'S GRID 

1 El E2 E3 E4 ES E6 F:1 E8 E9 s 

Cl make more money 1 2 5 4 4 3 3 3 3 cost more money Cl 

C2 ,..,...,U,]e 2 1 2 1 5 1 4 3 3 irreversible C2 

C3 would disrupt John 2 3 1 2 4 5 1 1 5 -~disrupt John C3 

C4 humdrum 5 5 5 4 2 4 3 3 1 =:ltlng C4 

El take a full-time job 

E2 take a part-time Job 

E3 take a psychology course 

E4 take an evenlng class 

ES foster a child 

E6 have an affair 

E7 leave husband 

E8emlgrate 

E9 carry on as before 

FIGURE 5.5 Carol's fifth construct 
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CAROL'S GRID 

1 El E2 E3 E4 ES E6 E7 E8 E9 5 

Cl make more money I 2 5 4 4 3 3 3 3 cost more money Cl 

C2 reversible 2 I 2 I 5 I 4 3 3 lm:Ycrslble C2 

C3 would dlsrupt John 2 3 I 2 4 5 I I 5 wouldn't dlsrupt John C3 

C4 humdrum 5 5 5 4 2 4 3 3 I excltlng C4 

cs physical strain I 2 I 2 3 4 5 5 4 emotsonaJ stra1n lc 
C6 no gain tn independence 5 4 5 4 I 2 5 4 I galn in independence C6 

El take a full-time job 

E2 take a part-ume Job 

E3 take a psychology course 

E4 take an evening class 

E5 foslerachlld 

E6 have ao affair 

E7 leave husband 

E8emlgrale 

E9 carry on as before 

FIGURE 5.6 Carol's sixth construct 
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By the time she has reached this point, Carol feels that 
she is really getting somewhere. Rather than go on eliciting 
constructs, she decides to go back and look at each construct 
in tum and make some decisions on that basis. However, 
when she looks back at the first construct "make more 
money-cost more money," she decides that it is not really 
an important idea. She doesn't feel that her present 
predicament would be solved by gaining money or that an 
alternative should be ruled out because it would cost money. 

Looking at the second construct "reversible--irreversible" 
Carol decides that she does not want to do anything 
irreversible. She knows that she is going through a hard 
time, but she doesn't want to overreact and do something she 
might regret later. Therefore, she removes the elements 
"Foster a child" and "Leave husband." 

Looking at her third construct "would disrupt John
wouldn't disrupt John," Carol feels that she would not mind 
if John were slightly disrupted. After all, why should she be 
the only one to suffer all the time? But she doesn't want 
John to be greatly disrupted because he has worked so hard 
to give them both a high standard of living. With this in 
mind she decides to remove the elements "Emigrate" and 
"Take a Psychology course." 

Looking at her fourth construct "humdrum-exciting" 
Carol realizes that the only really humdrum element left is 
"Carry on as before." The element "Foster a child" has 
already been removed. She is fairly sure that she does not 
want to carry on as before, so Carol removes this element. 

In terms of her fifth construct "physical strain
emotional strain," Carol is fairly sure that she does not want 
any more emotional strain, although physical strain does not 
worry her much. As a result she removes the element "Have 
an affair." 

Carol is left with the elements "Take a full-time job," 
"Take a part-time job," and "Take an evening class." Looking 
at these three elements in terms of her sixth construct "no 
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gain in independence-gain in independence" Carol realizes 
that all three are roughly equivalent. She could continue her 
interpretation but decides that she already has clarified 
many of her thoughts and feelings and has reduced her 
possible courses of action. Rather than carry on with the 
exercise, Carol decides that she would like to talk to John 
about the three possibilities. It is possible that he is so 
wrapped up in his work that he simply is not aware of her 
problems, so talking about these things would be a good way 
of introducing him to the problems. 

Brimming with optimism and clear-headed, Carol feels 
that if she decides to take an evening class, perhaps she 
could take a psychology course and pursue her interest in 
people and their problems. 



Baying 
a car 

6 

In this chapter we return to Jim's problem which was 
outlined in Chapter 1. Jim's problem concerned cars. In 
particular, he was having difficulty holding many different 
thoughts about cars together, so we will consider how the 
grid could help him. Potentially, there are hundreds of cars 
Jim could choose but in real terms his choice will probably be 
severely restricted by a single factor: money. Hence, if Jim is 
realistic, he will admit that a Rolls-Royce is not a possible 
choice. However, there are still enough cars within his field 
of choice to make the decision complicated. 

After browsing through various automotive magazines, 
Jim can list several cars he is prepared to consider. They 
are: Ford Festiva, Honda Civic, Volkswagen Golf, Subaru 
Justy, Toyota Tercel, Nissan Sentra, and Hyundai Excel. 
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As we have seen, Jim is not only concerned with his own 
view of cars. He wants to take into account the informed 
opinion of consumer organizations. So, he may be able to 
start his grid without considering triads as we did with 
Dan's grid. For example, one idea he wants to explore is that 
of fuel consumption. Rather than simply guess at fuel 
consumption figures, he can consult the published facts in 
order to obtain such information. 

Suppose he consults various magazines and collects 
information about fuel consumption, running cost, engine 
reliability, and brake reliability. This may yield the initial 
grid shown in Figure 6.1. 

This represents some of the well-known facts about the 
cars. But Jim also has various personal opinions about cars 
that he wants to influence his decision. It is at this point 
that he might begin to use triads in order to help him focus 
his thoughts. Suppose he considers Honda Civic, Toyota 
Tercel, and Ford Festiva. The first thing that occurs to him 
is that the Honda seems a bit "dull and boring," whereas he 
feels the Toyota and Ford have a certain "stylishness." He 
can use this as a construct on which to rate the cars, adding 
it to the other constructs. Jim rates the cars in Figure 6.2. 

Remember, you may not agree with Jim's opinions. You 
may think the Honda Civic is the most stylish car on the 
market. It does not matter, because this is Jim's grid and we 
therefore want it to represent Jim's views. And it is 
precisely because we all have different opinions that car 
manufacturers produce so many different models; they are 
simply catering to our different tastes. Also, if you could talk 
to Jim about what each of you meant by the term 'stylish' 
you might find that you both had widely differing views. 
This point will be dealt with in more depth in Chapter 10. 
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JIM'S GRID 

1 El E2 E3 B4 ES E6 E7 5 

Cl high fuel consumption 5 1 3 3 4 1 2 low fuel consumption Cl 

C2 high runnJDg cost 3 1 4 3 5 4 1 low runnJDg ccst C2 

C3 low engine reliability 5 5 4 3 3 1 2 high engine n:liabllity C3 

C4 law btake reliability 3 3 5 4 1 3 2 high brake reliability C4 

E1 Ford Festiva 

E2 Honda Civic 

E3 Volkswagen Golf 

E4 Subaru Justy 

E5 Toyota Tereel 

E6 Nlssan Sentra 

m Hyundal Excel 

'R' iodicales arevel'sed CODstruct 

FIGURE 6.1 Jim's initial grid 
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JIM'S GRID 

1 El E2E3 E4 ES E6 E7 5 

Cl hlgh fuel consumption 5 1 3 3 4 1 2 low fuel consumption Cl 

C2 high l'1lDDlng coot 3 1 4 3 5 4 1 low l'1lDDlng cost C2 

C3 low engine rellablllty 5 5 4 3 3 1 2 high engine reliability C3 

C4 low brake reUability 3 3 5 4 1 3 2 hlgh brake rellablllty C4 

cs dull and boring 4 1 3 5 5 3 4 stylish c 

E1 Ford Festlva 

E2HondaCMc 

E3 Volkswagen Golf 

E4 Subaru Justy 

ES Toyota Tercel 

E6 Nlssan Sentra 

E7 Hytmdal Excel 

'R' indiCIIEeSarevened consttuet 

FIGURE 6.2 Jim's construct 
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Similarly, you may think Jim has been a little 
shortsighted in choosing not to include information on 
soundness of bodywork in his research and decision. 
However, Jim may have decided that he only wants the car 
for two years while he finishes his degree. After graduation, 
he probably will be able to afford a different car. His 
requirements will change. The general point is that we can 
only begin to judge a person's behavior as rational if we 
know his or her assumptions and the bases on which the 
person is acting (even if these bases and assumptions don't 
make sense to us). 

Jim might also wish to collect further evidence based on 
his own judgment. For example, he may visit several 
garages and arrange to test drive various models. This may 
give him information on such factors as seating comfort, 
noise, comfort of ride, and so forth. Obviously, a judgment 
about seating comfort will be purely personal and will 
depend on personal preferences. Someone who likes firm 
seating may fmd many soft seats uncomfortable. Similarly, 
style of seating is a matter of taste. The bucket seats some 
drivers like because they hold the driver in place leave other 
drivers feeling claustrophobic. 

Suppose, then, that by these various methods Jim arrives 
at the grid in Figure 6.3. As far as Jim is concerned, this 
represents all the thoughts, information, and feelings on 
which he would like his decision to be based. He is left with 
the problem of actually making a decision, and this is the 
problem we will now address. 

The problem Jim faces is a common one that confronts 
many people, not only those interested in a car purchase. 
For example, you might be thinking of buying a house or 
choosing a vacation. In both these cases your grid might 
contain a combination of both factual information and 
personal opinion: "number of rooms" and "friendly feel" in 
relation to houses, "annual rainfall data" and "opportunity 
for adventure" in relation to vacations. In all these cases, 
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JIM'S GRID 

1 El E2 E3 E4 ES E6 E7 5 

C1 hlgh fuel COD8umpti<m 5 I 3 3 4 1 2 low fuel consumption Cl 

C2 hlgh runnmg cost 3 1 4 3 5 4 1 low runnmg cost C2 

C3 lowenglnerdlabllil;y 5 5 4 3 3 1 2 hlgh -· reliability 
C3 

C4 low brake reliabllity 3 3 5 4 I 3 2 high brake reJlabllil;y C4 

cs dull and botmg 4 I 3 5 5 3 4 stylish lc 
Ia comfortable ride 2 3 5 2 4 4 I bumpy C6 

C1 noisy 4 4 3 5 2 I 3 quiet C1 

C8 lots oi color cholce 1 2 2 3 s 1 4 not muchcolor choice C8 

El Ford Festlva 

E2 Honda Civic 

E3 Volkswagen Golf 

E4 SubaruJusty 

E5 Toyota Tercel 

E6 Ntssan Sentra 

E7 Hyundal Excel 

'R' iDdiC&Ee$areversed.coosuuct 

FIGURE 6.3 Jim's completed grid 
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the grid may be a useful way of bringing together the 
information. The methods we now describe as aids to 
decision making can be applied to any situation when a 
choice is derived from a set of possibilities. 

If we are to use Jim's grid to help him choose a car, the 
first thing we must consider is the relationship between 
constructs and preference. What do Jim's constructs tell us 
about what he wants as opposed to what he thinks? As the 
grid stands, we cannot be sure of this relationship, so we 
need to consider each construct in turn, making sure that 
each construct has the same relationship with preference. 

Let us take a simple case first. Consider the construct 
"high running cost-low running cost." When Jim used this 
construct, he did so by using a 1-5 scale where 1 represented 
high running cost and 5 represented low running cost. From 
what we know about Jim, we can see that he would prefer a 
car with low running costs. Hence, in this case, the 
construct has a direct relationship with preference. High 
numbers are preferred to low numbers. 

Because constructs are not elicited with preference in 
mind, it is quite likely that they do not have this direct 
relationship. For example, consider the construct "lots of 
color choice-not much color choice." When Jim used this 
construct, he used a 1 to indicate lots of choice and a 5 to 
indicate little choice. As far as the grid was concerned, this 
was reasonable because we were interested in the 
relationship between elements. These should be the same no 
matter in which direction the scale runs. However, from 
what we know about Jim we could guess that, as it stands, 
this construct has an inverse relationship with preference. 
This means that since Jim would prefer lots of color choice, 
low numbers are preferred to high numbers. 

If we are to use this "color choice" construct in 
conjunction with the "running cost" construct, it is important 
that they have the same relationship with preference. Since 
the ratings will be used like points, we will use the 
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convention that high numbers are to be preferred to low 
numbers: a score of 5 is better than a score of 1. What we 
must do is reverse the ratings on the color choice construct. 
That is, if the car was rated 1, it becomes a 5, and vice versa; 
a 2 becomes a 4, and vice versa; and a 3 stays as it is. Hence, 
we now have a construct that has a direct relationship with 
preference, and we have achieved this without altering 
relationships between elements. The difference in rating 
between any pair of elements is the same as it was before we 
reversed the scale. 

Suppose we take each of Jim's constructs in tum and 
arrange them so that they have a direct relationship with 
Jim's preferences. This yields a grid as in Figure 6.4. 

How might we use this in order to help Jim choose? Jim 
obviously wants the best he can get, so we could look for the 
car that is rated 5 on every construct. A brief look at the 
grid shows us that such a car is the ad man's dream. It 
doesn't exist in Jim's real world! Perhaps we could suggest 
that Jim choose the car with the most 5's; but is a car with 
two 5's and the remainder 1's better than a car with all 4's? 
We can get around this by adding up the column that 
represents each car. This gives us a single number for each 
car (Figure 6.5). Hence, we could now advise Jim to buy the 
car with the biggest number of"points," the Ford Festiva. 

This might be a reasonable first approximation, but it 
has one major disadvantage. The problem is that by simply 
taking a sum we assume that each construct has equal 
importance. We assume, for instance, that Jim thinks fuel 
economy is no more important than choice of color. 

From what we know about Jim, this is not the case. 
Therefore, we need some way of including the idea of 
importance in our calculations. There are many ways in 
which we could do this, but for present purposes we will 
consider a method that will not involve too much math. 
Suppose we have a 10-point scale where "1" is labeled "not 
important" and "10" is labeled "extremely important." 
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JIM'S GRID 

1 El E2 E3 E4 ES E6 E7 5 

Ct high fUel consumption 5 I 3 3 4 I 2 law fuel consumption Ct 

C2 high n.uuUng cost 3 I 4 3 5 4 I low n.uuUng cost C2 

C3 low engine rellabll1ty 5 5 4 3 3 I 2 hlgh engine rdlabillty C3 

C4 - brake rellablltty 3 3 5 4 I 3 2 hlgh brake rellablltty C4 

cs dull and boring 4 I 3 5 5 3 4 styllsh c 

~ R 
bumpy 4 3 I 4 2 2 5 comfurtable ride ~ 

C1 noisy 4 4 3 5 2 I 3 quiet C1 

~ not much color choice 5 4 4 3 I 5 2 Jots of color choice A 
R 

El Ford Festiva 

E2 Hcmda ctvtc 

E3 Volkswagen Golf 

E4 Subaru Justy 

ESToyotaTercel 

E6 Ntssan Sentra 

E7 Hyunda! Excel 

'R' iDdicatr:s a reversed coastruct 

FIGURE 6.4 Jim's preference grid 
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Fonl- 33 

!UdaCivlo 23 

V--Golf 27 

Subanl Juaty 32 

1'oyotal"en::el. 23 

NlasanSentra 20 

-"""' 21 

FIGURE 6.5 Simple sums for each car 

Jim could consider each of his constructs in tum and assign 
it a number from 1 to 10, depending on how important he felt 
it was. Suppose he does this as follows: 

These numbers represent the importance of each construct 
from Jim's point of view. We can now use these numbers as 
a way of basing each construct's contribution to the decision 
on its importance. To do this, we multiply the ratings on 
each construct by that construct's importance. For example, 
Construct 1 has an importance of 8. We therefore multiply 
all the ratings on this construct from the preference grid by 
8, as shown: 

high fucl c:onoumptiDn low fuel consumption 

Similarly, since Construct 8 has an importance of 2, this 
gives us the following "weighted ratings" for this construct: 

lots of color choice 
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JIM'S GRID 

1 Et E2E3 E4ES E6 E7 5 

Ct hlgh fud consumption 40 8 2424 32 8 16 low fud consumption Cl 

C2 hlgh runnlng cost 27 18 3627 45 36 9 law running cost C2 

C3 low engine rcllability 30 30 24 18 18 6 12 hlgh engine reliability C3 

C4 law blake reliabtlity 30 30 50 40 10 3020 hlgh brake rellabtlity C4 

C5 dull and boring 20 5 15 25 25 15 20 stylish c 

~ bumPY 24 18 6 30 12 12 30 comfortable ride {6 
R 

C1 noisy 16 16 12 20 8 4 12 qulet C1 

~ not much color chotce 10 8 8 6 2 10 4 Jots of color choice & 
R 

El Ford Festiva 

E2 Honda Civic 

E3 Volkswagen Golf 

E4 Subaru Justy 

E5 Toyota Tercel 

E6 N!ssan Sentra 

E7 Hyundal Excel 

FIGURE 6.6 Jim's weighted grid 
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By doing this for all constructs, we now have a revised 
grid that not only contains information about preference but 
also contains information about importance (see Figure 6.6). 

Once again, we can add the columns and arrive at a 
single number for each car, thus: 

Ford Festtva 197 

HondaC!v!c 133 

Volkswagen Golf 175 

Subaru Justy 200 

Toyota Tercel 152 

Ntssan Sentra 121 

Hyundai Excel 123 

FIGURE 6.7 Weighted sum for each car 

We can now advise Jim to buy the car with the largest 
number, which is the Subaru Justy. The weighting in terms 
of importance has produced a different decision, although in 
both cases there is only a small difference in points between 
the first and second cars. 

In going through this weighting process we still have 
made many assumptions about constructs, and the way they 
can be used. These assumptions may or may not be valid in 
any particular situation. Even so, in practice, the procedure 
we have described does seem to provide a useful guide for 
making many decisions. 

It is important to realize that the decision arrived at by 
using these methods is not "right" in any special sense. The 
methods simply give us a way of combining various pieces of 
information in a coherent way. There is no guarantee that 
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Jim will be happy with the car, but he should stand a better 
chance of being happy than if he had not used the methods. 

The same is true of most people's real-life decisions: there 
is no "right" or "wrong," we simply do our best using 
whatever resources we have available at the time. There 
may be many factors to be considered, each factor pulling or 
pushing us in a different direction. Indeed, life's decisions 
are so complex and interrelated that, for many people, no 
two decisions are the same. In view of this fact it would 
seem impossible to propose a method which is suitable for 
looking at all decisions. However, the rating-and-weighting 
method described in this chapter is one that many people 
have found useful. 



7 
Laarning 
and tflaching 

Julie's problem, outlined in Chapter 1, is a problem that 
many teachers experience. The phrase "could do better," 
commonplace on many school reports, suggests that the 
student has ability but does not use it. Although there may 
be many possible reasons for such a state of affairs (such as 
laziness or distractibility), the basic reason is that the 
student is not interested in either the topic in particular or 
school in general. 

In the case of Julie's students, a certain amount of 
motivation is provid~d by the fact that they need to pass the 
State Examination for one reason or another, usually as a 
specific requirement for a future course. If they did not have 
this motivation, Julie feels that many of her students would 
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drop out. This frustrates her because she feels that they 
have the ability to pass the exam. 

As we suggested in Chapter 1, Julie feels that it is the 
attitude of the students toward learning that holds them 
back. However, she cannot simply ask students to explain 
their attitude toward learning because (1) the student may 
not have thought about the problem or may not be able to 
formulate the problem verbally, and (2) if she is right about 
their attitude, then making such demands will probably 
make matters worse. 

As we said earlier, in order to understand someone we 
should find out how that person sees things, and a grid is a 
useful way of exploring a person's view of the world. In 
order to investigate attitudes toward learning with her 
students, Julie decides to use grid methods. Since the grid 
allows the students to use their own terms, they should not 
feel that Julie is imposing any restrictions on them. 

The first problem that Julie faces is in the selection of 
elements. She obviously cannot tell the students which 
particular elements to use, but she does want them to 
explore attitudes toward learning. She decides that she will 
ask the students to use "learning events" in their lives. 
However, she anticipates that these will be different for each 
student, so she simply asks each student to list about eight 
instances in which the student felt he or she learned 
something. 

Although Julie is not specifying the content of the 
elements, she might wish to guide the choice so that each 
student has a good range of elements. Since constructs are 
elicited by using elements, a good range of elements provides 
the best chance of eliciting a good range of constructs; this in 
turn provides the best chance for understanding. Hence, 
Julie might suggest that the students include: 
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1. an event that occurred in school or college 
2. an event that occurred outside school or college 
3. a book or movie that influenced them 
4. an event involving their family 
5. an event where learning d.iJJ..J1JJ1 take place 

and so forth. 
We won't consider all the students' grids here. In 

Chapter 12 we will illustrate a method that could be used to 
compare all the grids and investigate overlapping areas, but 
in this chapter we will look at a particular student who 
shows most of the characteristics that typify Julie's students. 

Bill is such a student. He hates being in college and 
would much rather be out in the "real world." Indeed, he 
tried to join the army but was rejected on medical grounds. 
Now he is trying to pass the geography examination so that 
he can pursue a career as a surveyor. He hopes to get a job 
with an oil company, which means that he will travel 
extensively, but first he must learn to concentrate on 
geography in college! 

As a learning event that occurred in school, Bill chose 
"learning physics." He had not enjoyed physics as a subject 
until a new teacher was appointed at school. This new 
teacher was very enthusiastic and was able to convey his 
enthusiasm to the pupils. Also, he used to spend part of each 
lesson showing how the theories and concepts presented 
could be applied to everyday life. 

As an event that occurred outside school, Bill 
immediately chose "failing the army medical." The 
experience was still very fresh in his mind and, although it 
involved failure, he was sure it was a very significant event 
in his life. Since Bill had specifically mentioned the failure 
aspect of this element, Julie asked if he could think of a 
learning event that occurred outside school and did not 
involve failure. Bill chose "learning to canoe" as such an 
event. 
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As a significant book, Bill chose Orwell's 1984. Apart 
from saying it was the best book he had ever read, he found 
it difficult to say what he felt about it. However, since Julie 
had said that the grid exercise was about clarifying feelings, 
he thought he might benefit by including it. 

As an event involving the family, Bill chose "sister 
getting married." Bill was reluctant to talk about family life 
until Julie assured him that the grid was private in the 
sense that it would not be shown to the class without Bill's 
consent. He explained that his sister had been pregnant 
when she got married, and the family had been involved in a 
whole series of arguments surrounding the ;marriage. Bill 
felt this had been a very significant event in his life because 
of the behavior it had produced in the family. 

As an example of an event in which learning did not take 
place, Bill immediately said "learning history at school." By 
"learning history" he meant merely attending history classes 
because he had not learned anything at all. He considered it 
the biggest waste of time in his life and had failed all exams 
in the subject miserably, despite the school's threats about 
the dire consequences that would befall him if he failed. 

In addition to these elements Bill felt he should include 
"being in Julie's class" because it felt different from other 
school classes. Certainly, Bill felt that Julie treated him and 
his classmates more as adults than his other school teachers 
had ever done. 

This gave Bill the following list of elements: 

1. learning physics 
2. failing the army medical 
3. learning to canoe 
4. reading Orwell's 1984 
5. sister getting married 
6. learning history 
7. being in Julie's class 
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With this list of elements, Julie began to elicit a grid from 
Bill in the way we described in Chapter 2. She began by 
offering Bill the three elements "failing army medical," 
"reading 1984," and "learning history," and asking him to 
describe a way in which two of them seemed similar. 

Bill thought that "reading 1984" and "learning history" 
were similar because they were "fantasy" events, while 
"failing the army medical" was a "real world" event. This is 
Bill's first construct. Using a 5-point rating scale, Bill rated 
the elements in Figure 7 .1. We can see from the way Bill 
uses this construct that experiences tend to be either real 
world or fantasy: most of his ratings are 1 or 5. In two cases, 
however, he used a rating of 3. His first reaction had been to 
class these elements as fantasy also, but later decided that 
the two elements could be described by both poles of the 
construct to some degree. He could see now the practical 
application of his physics work despite the fact that it was 
largely taught as "fantasy." He found also that he needed to 
pass the geography examination in order to get the job he 
wanted. 

The next triad Julie offered Bill was "learning physics," 
"learning to canoe," and "sister getting married." Here Julie 
encountered a difficulty because Bill had retained his first 
construct firmly in mind and kept thinking about the 
elements in that way. Since "learning to canoe" and "sister 
getting married" had both been rated 5, Julie suggested that 
Bill might think about just those two elements for the time 
being. "How do they differ from each other?" she asked Bill. 
"Oh, that's easy!" he said, "Learning to canoe was a very 
individual thing, but my sister's marriage involved me in a 
social way." 

In this case, Julie has helped Bill to break out of his 
previous way of thinking about his first construct by giving 
him two similar elements in that construct. Or, she could 
have taken two dissimilar elements (such as one element 
rated 1 and one rated 5) and asked Bill how they were alike. 
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BILL'S GRID ON LEARNING EVENTS 

1 El EZ E3 E4ES E6F:I 5 

Cl limtasy 3 5 5 I 5 I 3 real world Cl 

El learning physics 

E2 failing army medical 

E3 learning to canoe 

E4 reading 1984 

E5 sister gettmg married 

E6 learning hlstmy 

E7 being in Julie's class 

FIGURE 7.1 Bill,s first construct 
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BILL'S GRID ON LEARNING EVENTS 

1 El E2E3 E4 ES E6 E7 5 

Cl fantasy 3 5 5 1 5 1 3 real world Ci 

C2 !ndlvidual 4 3 2 1 5 4 5 social C2 

E1 leamtng physics 

E2 failing army medical 

E3 leam1ng to canoe 

E4 readJng 1984 

E5 sister getting married 

E6 Jeamlng history 

E7 being In Julle's class 

FIGURE 7.2 Bill's second construct 
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BILL'S GRID ON LEARNING EVENTS 

1 El E2 E3 E4 ES E6 E7 5 

Cl fantasy I 3 3 5 5 5 I real world Cl 

C2 !nd!Wiual I 3 4 5 5 5 3 social C2 

C3 opened up possibilities I 2 3 5 5 4 3 closed In possibilities C3 

C4 ought to dolt 3 5 2 3 5 I 2 wanted to do 1t C4 

cs tm1al 5 5 3 3 5 I 2 heavily emotional cs 

C6 me c:ontrol1lng 4 3 3 3 3 I 2 me being controlled C6 

C7 meaningful 4 3 5 5 3 2 I not meaningful C7 

El leamlng physics 

E2 fatlfng army medical 

E3 1eamlng to canoe 

E4 reading 1984 

E5 ...,.,. getttng marrted 

E6 leamlng history 

E7 being In Julie's class 

FIGURE 7.3 Bill's grid on learning events 
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BILL'S GRID ON LEARNING EVENTS 

1 E6 El F:l ESE2 E3 E4 5 

I tlmtasy I 3 3 5 5 5 I real world Cl 

~ - meantngful 
I 3 4 5 5 5 3 meantngful I~ 

cs trtvlal I 2 3 5 5 4 3 heavily emotional cs 

C3 opcoed up pcoslbilitles 3 5 2 3 5 I 2 dosed 1n possibilities C3 

C6 me controiJlng 5 5 3 3 5 I 2 me being controlled C6 

~ wanted to do tt 4 3 3 3 3 I 2 ought to do it t4 
R 

C2 !ndMdual 4 3 5 5 3 2 I """"" IC2 

E6 learn1ng hlstozy 

EJlearn1ngph}'S1cs 

E7 being 1n Julie's class 

E5 sister getting manied 

E2 failing army medlcal 

E3 learn1ng to canoe 

E4 reading 1984 

FIGURE 7.4 Bill's focused grid 
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Such a technique simply helps the person construing the 
elements avoid stagnation. 

Bill rated the elements on his second construct as shown 
in Figure 7.2. 

In this way, Julie elicited five more constructs from Bill. 
Rather than go through each in turn, we simply present 
Bill's total grid (Figure 7.3) and pick up the conversation at 
the end of the elicitation. 

Before analyzing the grid (see Chapter 4), Julie and Bill 
looked at it. Julie was pleased to observe that being in her 
class was not rated on the same level as learning history! 
Bill remarked that he would not have thought of 1984 as 
opening up possibilities, but it had given him new ideas. Bill 
also said that he had enjoyed doing the grid in a funny sort 
of way. Because Julie had guided his choice of elements, he 
found himself thinking about a group of experiences that 
ordinarily he would not have grouped together. 

Once focused, Bill's grid looked like Figure 7 .4. The first 
thing to notice is that Constructs 4 and 7 have both been 
reversed. As we have seen in previous chapters, it is 
possible to do this without altering the meaning of the 
construct because it still treats the elements in the same 
way. That is, Bill could have used the lower end of the scale 
to mean "wanted to do it" and the higher end to mean "ought 
to do it." 

Although Julie used the grid as the basis for an extended 
conversation with Bill, we need only eavesdrop on them for a 
moment longer. Bill noticed that the two school events were 
adjacent, which didn't surprise him. However, he was 
surprised to see "learning to canoe" and "reading 1984" 
associated. In order to explore the relationships more, Julie 
suggested that they look at how the constructs were ordered 
by the analysis. 

Julie began by pointing out that the constructs seemed to 
fall into two groups. The group formed by constructs Cl, C7, 
and C5 show that when Bill says "real world," he also says 
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"meaningful" and "emotional"; and that, similarly, when he 
says "fantasy," he also says "not meaningful" and "trivial". 
The relationships in the second group of constructs (C3, C6, 
C4, and C2) are not as strong as those in the first group. 
However, the relationship between constructs C6 and C4 is 
quite strong. This reveals that events Bill controls tend to be 
events he wants to do. Julie also pointed out the "solid 
block" in the grid that stood out. This block is the section 
formed by the ratings of elements E5, E2, and E3 on 
constructs Cl, C7, and C5. Of these nine ratings, all except 
one are 5's, the exception being a 4, which is still extremely 
close to the others. This block means that "sister getting 
married," "failing army medical" and "learning to canoe" 
were all "real world," "meaningful," and "heavily emotional." 
Although this might not be surprising, it highlights the 
division in Bill's mind between school events (including 
reading the book 1984) and events that have some meaning 
for him. 

Similarly, the ambiguity Bill feels towards being in 
Julie's class is indicated by the fact that on only one 
construct is this element rated extremely and that on four of 
the seven constructs is it rated 3, the middle of the scale. 
The only other element that has four 3 ratings is "learning 
physics," and we heard during element elicitation that Bill 
had mixed feelings about this particular learning event. 

Leaving aside the specific content of Bill's grid, what has 
the process achieved? Certainly, Bill feels that it has 
clarified some of his ideas; but more than that, he 
appreciates Julie taking an interest in trying to enter his 
world rather than simply in "teaching" him. From Julie's 
point of view, she has certainly gained some insight into 
Bill's thoughts and feelings. She now knows that in order to 
teach geography successfully (to Bill at least), she must 
make it meaningful. 

Bill's grid has been used as an example, and Julie must 
repeat the exercise with each member of her class. If all 
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agree, it would probably prove useful for everyone in the 
class to look at one another's grids. The grids can then form 
the basis for a group discussion about Julie's original 
problem with motivating her students. In Chapter 12 we 
present a method that can be used to compare a number of 
grids and then extract their common ideas. 

We end this chapter by raising a problem Julie might 
have faced with some students. It is only possible to extract 
meaningful information from a grid if the person making the 
grid takes the process seriously. If the person does not want 
to get involved in the process there is no point in forcing him 
or her. We will be unable to understand the person without 
his or her help. He or she may set up something resembling 
a grid, but without their involvement nothing meaningful 
will emerge from it. In practice, such a situation is not 
difficult to recognize. For example, if a person is construing 
other people and using constructs like "name begins with a 
P-name doesn't begin with a P," then it is fairly clear that 
they are not deeply involved in the exercise. However, even 
such an occurrence can be used constructively to begin a 
dialogue. In a sense, a grid is simply a way of guiding a 
conversation. 



8 

P•rsonality 

In previous chapters we have concentrated on cases in which 
an individual uses the grid in a specific situation. We have 
seen that the grid may be useful in a wide range of 
situations and in Chapters 10, 11, and 12 we will explore 
cases where we have more than one grid. The present 
chapter differs from the others insofar as it is concerned not 
with the particular problems of people but with their general 
approaches to problems and to living. This corresponds to 
what we generally call their "personality." 

The idea we would like to explore in this chapter is that 
in many differing situations a person will adopt an approach 
that is characteristic of him. On the other hand, faced with 
the same situation, different people may adopt widely 
differing approaches. Our behavior is only partly 
determined by the situation. The way we view the situation 
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and the approach we take in responding to it, both 
expressions of our personality, also influence the way we act. 
We are not suggesting that a person does the same thing 
over and over again in different situations, but rather that 
he or she has a "style" of behaving. It is this behavioral style 
that many psychologists point to as the expression of 
personality. We don't have personality inside us like we 
have a heart and a liver inside us. The word personality is 
simply a convenient label for the fact that our ways of 
behaving tend to be fairly stable. Personality tests are 
attempts to describe behavioral style in various ways. 

Most people have encountered a personality test at some 
time, whether it be in the pages of Mademoiselle, Playboy, or 
in a psychologist's office. They are not tests like math tests 
where right and wrong answers are strictly evaluated. 
Rather they are attempts to place people in various 
categories such as extrovert or introvert, stable or neurotic, 
convergent or divergent. However, these categories can be 
seen as the tester's constructs. 

Let's take some common features of the environment and 
consider how we interact with them. For example, how do 
you relate to colors? A popular personality test asks you to 
choose which colors you prefer, but let's take it a bit further 
and use colors as elements in a grid. 

1. red 
2. yellow 
3. blue 
4. green 
5. black 
6. white 
7. brown 
8. orange 
9. purple 

Using these colors as elements, consider some triads and 
elicit a few constructs before looking at Figure 8.1. 
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COLORS GRID 

1 El E2E3 B4E5 E6 E7E8 E9 5 

C! dangerous 1 2 4 5 1 5 3 2 3 safe Cl 

p c:1ean 4 2 3 4 5 1 5 3 5 dirty C2 

C3 warm 1 4 5 4 3 5 2 1 3 cold C3 

C9 I don't like it 2 1 4 3 5 1 4 1 1 Ibkett C9 

E1 red 

E2yellow 

E3 blue 

E4green 

E5 black 

E6 white 

E:l brown 

E8 orange 

E9 purple 

FIGURE 8.1 Sample colors grid 
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If you don't want to work with the color words, try coloring 
your element cards with paints or crayons and judging the 
colors directly! 

You should have a grid of your own now, but your 
constructs will probably be different from those shown here. 
Before exploring the grid, add one more construct (unless 
you already have it) that goes from "I don't like it" at the "1" 
end to "I like it" at the "5" end. For example, we might add 
the ratings as shown at the bottom of Figure 8.1. 

This construct indicates your preference. You can look 
now at how similar your other constructs are in relation to 
your preference. The methods given in Chapter 6 show you 
how to do this in more detail, but for now just look at how 
similar or different each construct is to the preference 
construct. What you will see is what "preference" means in 
your own terms. For example, black is rated as most 
preferred (5) in the sample grid. The other constructs tell us 
that black is also "dangerous" and "dirty," which means that 
the preferences of this person may be related to such ideas. 
What we are doing here is eliciting preference information 
about colors. Instead of taking just this information and 
using it to make guesses about a particular personality, we 
are looking at what the color preferences mean to the person 
and how they relate to some of his of her other ideas and 
feelings. 

Earlier we said that the categories used by personality 
testers are simply their own constructs. To demonstrate this 
point, here is an exercise in which you can generate your 
own "model of personality." Write down some of the terms 
you might use to describe people. For example, you might 
say "Oh, Bert is very out-going" or "Jean is always on edge," 
in which case you should write down "outgoing" and "on 
edge." It probably will not take you very long to list several 
words or phrases, such as outgoing, on edge, active, 
humorous, generous, and so forth. Now, take each word in 
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turn and write how you would describe someone who was the 
opposite. For example: 

outgoing 
on edge 
active 
humorous 
generous 

keep to themselves 
relaxed 
lethargic 
dour 
mean 

If you use each of these constructs as a 5-point rating scale, 
you can draw a personality profile for any person by rating 
them on each construct (see Figure 8.2). If you have ensured 
that your model will be sensitive by using enough constructs, 
you will probably find that very few people are exactly the 
same. There are even slight differences between similar 
people. All of us are unique individuals. 

2 3 4 5 

Out-going Keep to themselves 

On edge Relaxed 

Active Lethargic 

Humorous Dour 

Generous Mean 

FIGURE 8.2 Personality profile of Bert 

There are several potential problems involved in such an 
exercise. For example, given the opportunity, Bert might 
deny that he was "fairly mean." He may make this denial 
either because he believes it or because he does not like to be 
thought of as mean. A personality theorist would not simply 
rate Bert but would probably describe several situations in 
which there was an opportunity to be mean or generous in 
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varying degrees. Bert would then be asked to say how he 
would behave in these situations, and the extent of his 
meanness would be inferred from his responses. Of course, 
the reliability of the test rests on Bert's honesty. It is for 
this reason that psychologists sometimes try to conceal the 
purpose of their questions in the hope that people will 
answer truthfully. 

We can sidestep problems like this by accepting that 
what we have is not an objective picture of Bert but rather 
our subjective view of Bert; While a scientific psychologist 
might not be very satisfied with this, it could lead to several 
useful dialogues. For example, suppose we ask Bert to rate 
himself on these constructs and then compare them with our 
ratings. The comparison will enable us to discuss any 
differences between our views and will throw some light on 
our patterns of interaction. This process is explored in more 
detail in Chapter 10. 

However, suppose Bert has carried out the exercise 
himself and has found that he could now draw up one profile 
of "how he is now" and one of "how he would like to be." 
Such an exercise would highlight areas of dissatisfaction and 
compare them with areas of his personality in which he is 
satisfied. This is similar to Dan's inclusion of an "ideal self' 
in his grid, which we saw in Chapter 2. 

In recent years it has become increasingly common to 
hear a person's behavior explained with phrases like "Oh, he 
only acts like that because he's a Scorpio," or "She's a typical 
Pisces." What do such phrases mean? Astrology, like 
personality theory, is concerned with patterns of human 
behavior. However, to an astrologer, a personality is largely 
determined at birth. If you consult a popular astrology book 
and your birthday is between April 21 and May 22, you may 
find yourself described as: 
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practical 
reliable 
patient 
adept in business 
having strong powers of endurance 
a firm sense of values, especially in relation to the arts 
lover of luxury and good foods 
persistent 
solid 
determined 
strong-willed 
affectionate 
warm-hearted 
trustworthy 

but 

possessive 
lazy 
self-indulgent 
a potential bore 
static in his opinions 
lacking flexibility and originality 
greedy 
stubborn 
resentful 
obsessed with routines 

By now, you will recognize such terms as constructs. Whose 
constructs are they? Do they provide an objective picture of 
you or someone's view of you? If you consider your own 
constructs and the profiles you drew of other people, do you 
find that any of them look similar? If so, do the people have 
the same sun sign? 

There are several ways in which you could explore the 
relationship between astrology and constructs. However, 
many of these ways depend on your having a very large 
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circle of friends. For example, if you know that several of 
your friends were born under the sign of Taurus, you could 
use these friends as elements in a grid. When you had 
completed the grid, you could then look for similar or 
overlapping areas between people using the technique 
described in Chapter 12. Such areas could then be 
considered as typical Taurean properties (or, more properly, 
ascriptions). In this way, you could build up your own set of 
astrological findings. 

In a similar way, it would be possible to administer a 
personality test to a large number of people and then use 
statistical techniques to pick out those items that 
discriminate between groups but not within groups. If the 
groups were chosen on the basis of sun signs, such items 
would presumably describe the characteristics of each group. 
If this were done by a scientific psychologist, he or she would 
then want to check that the items did discriminate between 
people of different sun signs. The psychologist would do this 
by administering his or her items to another different large 
group of people. He or she would then assign them to their 
predicted sun sign on the basis of their answers and, finally, 
ascertain their actual sun sign. The ability of the items to 
discriminate could then be measured in terms of how many 
people had been assigned correctly to their actual sun sign. 



9 

Bxt•nsions 

Before going any further with the grid, let's take stock of 
what we have learned so far. 

Purpose. Grids are not completed in some sort of 
vacuum. The person completing a grid has a purpose for 
doing so and this purpose will determine the particular form 
the grid will take. Therefore, it is best for this purpose to be 
clearly stated before starting the grid. 

Elements. The choice of elements is related to the 
purpose of the grid. The elements must be appropriate to 
the purpose. Selection of elements should cover the complete 
range of things appropriate to the purpose. 

82 
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Constructs. The elicitation of constructs usually is done 
by considering elements in various groupings. Hence, a wide 
range of elements is needed in order to improve the chance of 
eliciting an appropriate range of constructs. If triads of 
elements are used, it is helpful to arrange them in as many 
different combinations as possible. This gives greater 
opportunity for differing constructs to be elicited. There is 
no single best method for eliciting constructs. If the person 
completing the grid gets stuck, a different elicitation method 
will often break the deadlock. 

Processing I Analysis. What is to be done with the grid 
depends on the purpose behind the grid being completed. In 
some cases, simply completing the grid will be enough, the 
process of formulating constructs satisfying the purpose. 
Decisions may be made on the basis of individual constructs 
(as Carol did in Chapter 5) or on the basis of a total grid of 
weighted constructs (as Jim did in Chapter 6). Similarities 
between elements or between constructs may be calculated 
and the grid reorganized on the basis of these similarities (as 
Bill's grid was in Chapter 7). 

We began Chapter 1 by looking at some problems that 
confronted people, and before moving on to the second 
section of the book we would like to illustrate some more 
situations and problems that may be approached with the 
use of a grid. 

For example, Hamish is a whisky-taster-the man whose 
job it is to inspect the quality of whisky before it is bottled. 
He has been doing this job for thirty-four years and is due to 
retire·next year, so he must train someone to take his place. 
Hamish still remembers the agonies he went through in 
learning the job and would like to make things easier for his 
successor. But how can he begin to distill(!) his experience 
into a comprehensible form? 

After doing the job for so long, everything has become so 
familiar to Hamish that he finds it difficult to explain the 
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process. In fact, all he can say is that he does not need to 
think about it any more. What is needed is a method of 
getting him to think about the job and to articulate his 
thoughts. It is here that the repertory grid could prove 
useful. But what could Hamish use as elements? 

In fact, Hamish has a ready-made set of elements in the 
exhibits in his "museum of horrors." These exhibits are 
samples of whisky that have been awful for one reason or 
another. He has never been sure why he keeps them, but 
they could certainly prove useful now. In addition to the 
horrors, it would probably be advantageous for Hamish to 
include various examples of good whisky, so all the 
constructs will not be about negative elements. 

By using the samples as elements, Hamish will possess a 
way of coming to grips with his thoughts. The constructs he 
arrives at can form the basis for his instruction of his 
successor. In addition, the method shown in the second half 
of Chapter 10 can be used by Hamish's successor himself as 
a means of testing his understanding of Hamish's tasting. 

Brenda feels that she is in a difficult position at work, but 
she is unable to say why. She is a quality controller who has 
to deal with both management and shop floor, and both 
groups would like to think she is on their side. She is 
successful in her job, but sometimes wonders if the situation 
would be so if she were a man. Also, she is interested in a 
promotion but has noticed that her present employer does 
not have any female managers. 

Brenda could use people who occupy different roles as 
elements. For example, she could use "a successful male 
quality controller," "a manager with whom she finds it easy 
to deal," "a manager with whom she finds it difficult to deal," 
and so forth. This method is similar to the way in which 
Julie guided her students' choices of elements in Chapter 7. 
It ensures that a good range of elements is used. 
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By using such people as elements, Brenda will be able to 
see the qualities that are the makeup of those people she 
considers successful. With herself as an element she may 
see how close she comes to being like the successful people 
around her. The grid might be more useful if Brenda could 
get her superior to construe the same elements, since his 
view of success may be totally different from hers. 

Many more problems and situations could be outlined. 
The grid is a very flexible tool, so its usefulness is limited 
only by the inventiveness of its users. Although we have 
described grids in pencil and paper terms, it is the ideas 
behind the grid that matter. It is possible to use the ideas to 
organize your thoughts without resorting immediately to 
writing them down. To illustrate this, let us consider the 
case of Mr. Harris, a personnel manager who is about to 
interview five candidates for the job of sales representative. 

The five candidates have been chosen from the larger 
group of original applicants, so many decisions already have 
been made to arrive at this final stage. However, let us 
ignore what has preceded this stage and concentrate on the 
task facing Mr. Harris. He has the application forms in front 
of him, but all five candidates are qualified to do the job, and 
all have approximately equal amounts of relevant 
experience. In addition, none has a present salary in excess 
of what Mr. Harris's company can offer, so each applicant 
seems a likely choice. It is the interview that will provide 
the information needed to choose among them. 

Mr. Harris presses the intercom to his secretary. "Send 
in Mr. A, please." A few seconds later there is a polite knock 
on his door and Mr. A. enters. He offers his hand to Mr. 
Harris and says "How do you do. fm Mr. A." "How do you 
do. Please sit down," replies Mr. Harris, indicating a chair 
opposite the desk. While the interview is proceeding, Mr. 
Harris is making mental notes. He doesn't actually write 
anything down during the interview because he says that he 
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likes to appear to be giving the candidate all his attention. 
Once the interview with Mr. A has finished, Mr. Harris has 
a few minutes to collect his thoughts. "Well," he thinks, "Mr. 
A was certainly very polite. He had a nice, firm handshake 
and spoke very clearly. He answered the questions 
reasonably well, although he seemed a bit evasive about why 
he wanted to leave his present job. His answers to the 
technical questions were certainly adequate, though." 

He might not realize it, but Mr. Harris has the 
beginnings of a grid. What he has is a list of constructs 
(literally, ways in which he has construed Mr. A.) and a 
single element. We are more familiar with generating a grid 
row by row, but Mr. Harris is effectively doing so column by 
column. He presses his intercom again. "Send in Mr. B, 
please." 

Almost before he has taken his finger off the button, the 
door opens and in walks Mr. B. "Hi," says Mr. B, "shall I sit 
down here?" and he moves towards the chair. By the time 
Mr. Harris has said "Yes, please do" Mr. B. has sat down. 
The interview proceeds at this pace, and by the time it is 
over Mr. Harris is exhausted. "Well," he thinks, "Mr. B. 
certainly keeps things moving along. Mr. A was much more 
relaxed and easygoing by comparison. Mr. B. also asked a 
lot more questions about the company, although he 
sometimes gave the impression that he wasn't really 
listening to the answer but simply was waiting for me to 
finish before he asked the next question." 

Effectively, Mr. Harris has just added two more 
constructs to his grid ("easygoing" and "asks questions"), and 
has compared his two elements (Mr. A and Mr. B.) on these 
constructs. "Now," he thinks, "how was Mr. B. on the points 
I noticed about Mr. A? Well, he was a little less polite, didn't 
knock, had a very firm handshake when he shook hands at 
the end of the interview, spoke quite clearly, if a little fast, 
answered the questions as though he had been expecting 
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them, and already had answers prepared." He presses his 
intercom again. "Send in Mr. C, please." 

Mr. C. knocks and enters, and the first thing Mr. Harris 
notices is how smartly dressed he is. It is not that Mr. A. 
and Mr. B. were not well-dressed, but Mr. C. by comparison 
looks as though he has stepped out of the pages of a fashion 
magazine. Once again, Mr. Harris has added a construct to 
his grid. When the interview with Mr. C. is over, he will 
have to consider Mr. A. and Mr. B. in terms of this new 
construct. In addition he will also consider Mr. C. in the 
terms that arose from the earlier interviews. 

We need not follow Mr. Harris through the remaining 
interviews, since we have seen enough for our present 
purposes. By the time he finishes, Mr. Harris will have a 
grid containing five elements (the five candidates) and 
however many constructs he has used. He has generated the 
grid one column at a time, although as we have seen, he has 
occasionally needed to return to earlier elements when he 
has added a construct. We need not concern ourselves here 
with how Mr. Harris chooses between the candidates. To do 
so, he will have to decide which constructs are the important 
ones, and possibly how important they are, in the same way 
Jim chose a car in Chapter 6. For present purposes we are 
merely interested in the fact that Mr. Harris can generate a 
grid without resorting to pencil and paper. To be fair, Mr. 
Harris would probably have written down his impressions 
after each interview. However, there are many situations in 
which we need to marshal our thoughts without writing 
them down, and we have seen how this might be done. In 
fact, researchers in the field of memory tell us that 
organizing our thoughts about something helps us to 
remember, so using the grid may help your memory, too! 

Up until now, we have been concerned chiefly with 
problems relating to individuals or single grids, although we 
have suggested that the grid has wider applications. We 
now tum to problems involving more than one grid. Many of 
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our everyday problems concern not just ourselves but 
sometimes one other person or sometimes a whole group. 
Once again, we would like to begin by sketching some 
characteristic situations that confront people. 

Philip and Marian are a married couple who have made 
friends together, but each of them has friends from before 
their marriage. Many times they seem to have differing 
opinions on some of these people and argue over their 
personal qualities. For example, not long ago they were 
arguing about Peter, Marian's brother. Philip does not like 
him very much because he is quiet and shy and difficult to 
get to know and understand. In Chapter 10 we will show 
how to use the repertory grid and the technique of 
exchanging constructs to help Philip and Marian see their 
friends through each other's eyes. By comparing their 
ratings of these people on constructs used by them both, it is 
easy to see where any differences of opinion are located. 

Gillian was confused about dieting. Some diets said she 
must cut down on calories, and others said it would be better 
to reduce her intake of carbohydrates. How could she 
compare these methods? Chapter 10 will show how the grid 
was used to discover the ways Gillian thinks about food; we 
will then ask an expert to evaluate the same foods in terms 
of their various nutritional values. By comparing the 
patterning of the food ratings on different constructs, we 
show how Gillian's system of construing foods matched the 
expert's value system. 

Dan learned about his relationships with some authority 
figures in Chapter 2. He wondered how his feelings about 
these people would alter as different events occurred in his 
life. In Chapter 11 his first grid will be used as a base from 
which to compare how his views changed over six-week 
intervals during his last couple of terms at high school and 
to see how these changes were related to his own 
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development and his deepening understanding of himself 
and his situation. 

Finally, in Chapter 12 we will look at an industrial 
company that is made up of individual people and individual 
viewpoints, interacting to produce a stereotypical "company 
person." Here the grids will be used to elicit the ways that 
company people evaluate effectiveness, and to amalgamate 
these individual points of view into a questionnaire that 
could be used to assess existing staff, and to recruit more 
staff into the management team. This is done by looking for 
common opinions between pairs of people in the team in 
order to find groups consisting of people who see matters in 
the same way, and then, to discover what ideas or ways of 
thinking that they actually have in common. 

Each of the preceding situations may be similar in some 
way to a situation in which you find yourself. In Chapters 
10, 11, and 12 we will describe in detail how you can use the 
grid in these particular cases, in the hope that you will 
understand not only the procedure but also how you can 
adapt our methods to your own situation. 



10 
P•opl• 
• • 1n pa1rs 

The way different people elicit grids about the same topics 
may vary considerably. Take the couple mentioned in the 
previous chapter. Philip and Marian have been married for 
two years and have built up a mutual group of friends whom 
they see both separately and together. They were asked to 
decide together on six of these people whom they both know 
well. Grids were then elicited from each of them in private. 
Philip's grid is shown in Figure 10.1 and Marian's in Figure 
10.2. We have used blocked triangles in this chapter instead 
of o's and x's. That is, if John is "fun to be with," we fill in 

the top left of the block ~ or if he is "boring" we fill in the 

bottom right of the block ~. You will see later how much 
easier it is to compare grids using this method. 
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PmLIP'S GRID ON FRIENDS 

~ i;~m; a 
CJ see often don't see often Cl 

C2 fun to be wtth boring C2 

C3 like me 
~, .4 not much like me C3 

C4 uptlght ~ easygoing C4 

cs earn a lot ~ ~ don't eam much c 

C6 trust them .4 1.41 don't trust them C6 

C1 frtend1y ~ , .4 1.41 -friendly C1 

cs spend a lot of money , ,. 
~ 

,. .4 ~ don't spend much money C8 

El John 

E2 David 

E3 Ann 

E4 Mike 

E5 Roecma1y 

E6Perer 

FIGURE lO.lPhilip's grid 
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MARIAN'S GRID ON FRIENDS 

f'J El E2 E3E4 ESE6 ~ 

a~";.=":::...~ .. _. 
more c:oncemed with the 
BDI:IllllllaiiDIDIZ Cl 

15.-wun""' ... .,.. , , ,.11 IDUCh more concerned wtth 
C2 C2 .,.,. problemo;-- intellectual problems; IDIIIlR 

C3 ==~~ ,. ,. ~ ...., -.ythtng .. th.....-.; 
C3 .......u.. 

C4 can always oount on them. , ~ ,.11 """"""""""""""~moan C4 
..... tdl the truth; - -·~ ... tasy world: 

G~~ • 

~-=-~let- c 

C6 =~-In ,. f-:: contented with their bves. C6 .... lleand.III:I:I:IIIIDI 

C1 always tn some sort of ~ ~ I~"'';....""!~:!:~ are= C7 penronalcris1s:l:ll:llablc 
F-

El John 

E2 David 

E3Arm 

E4 Mike 

E5 RosemaJ)' 

E6 Peter 

FIGURE 10.2 Marian's grid 
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What similarities and differences do you notice in these 
two grids? One obvious difference is the way that they 
express their constructs and choose the pole names. Philip is 
very terse, while Marian tends to explain more what she 
means. She has underlined one or two words to summarize 
each pole. Now look at the constructs themselves. Philip 
has several relating to himself: "see often-don't see often," 
"fun to be with-boring," "like me-riot much like me," "trust 
them-don't trust them," whereas Marian's constructs are 
more removed from herself and tend to be about the people 
in their own lives. For example, Marian says "exciting 
people, alive, creative, humorous-very reserved, quiet, 
nonintrusive, shy." Philip is saying almost the same with 
"fun to be with-boring," but this tells us more about 
himself. 

In many cases, too, where Philip uses an almost exact 
opposite, such as "see often-don't see often," "earn a lot
don't earn much," Marian uses much more personal and 
complex opposites, such as "sympathetic-remote." She 
never uses the standard negation type of opposite in the way 
that Philip does. Although Philip has more constructs than 
Marian, hers are all different, while his include three that 
are identical: 

run to be with rr!ZLifl:tllil boring 

friendly ,,IZL4A not friendly 

spend a lot of money ,,IZ[<IIIIIIIA don"t spend much money 

Maybe Philip thinks that people who spend a lot of money 
are friendly and fun to be with, and those who do not spend 
much money are not friendly and are boring. 

Another interesting thing to note is whether Philip and 
Marian use the same words when they mean the same thing. 
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If we liken Marian's "friendly-secretive" (Construct 3) to 
Philip's "friendly-not friendly" (Construct 7), we can put the 
two lines on top of one another and see by the white 
triangles how often they agree. 

M3 friendly ri4Zrl4il secretive 

P7 friendly rrii"Lifl:.tfll not friendly 

When these are superimposed we can 
see that they agree on the friendliness of only four of their 
six friends since on four of the blocks their triangles overlap, 
and on the other two they join together to fill in the entire 
block. 

On the other hand, we can see that they agree on all six 
when Marian says "reliable-fantastical" (Construct 4), and 
Philip says "trust them-don't trust them" (Construct 6). 

M4 reliable ~~'''IAA fantastical 

P6 trust them ~,,Lifjf:.tlllfil don't trust them 

When these are superimposed !l'rrl4fil:.tfl1 we can see 
that they are using the two different descriptions to mean 
the same thing. It often happens that people use different 
words to describe the same events, and the same words can 
have very different meanings when used by different people. 

A useful technique for investigating how much you 
understand someone else and how much you agree with that 
person is to take on his or her construct perspectives in order 
to see through his or her eyes. When Philip and Marian 
tried this they discovered how well they knew each other, 
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and how much they agreed about the same people. Marian 
was the first to try it. She was given a copy of Philip's grid 

with all the ratings ~ or ~ removed. Then she was asked 
whether she could fill in the ratings as she thought Philip 
had done. Her grid is shown in Figure 10.3. The two grids, 
Philip's (Figure 10.1) and Marian's, as if she were Philip, 
(Figure 10.3) were then superimposed. The white triangles 
show the places where Marian understood Philip, and the 
black rectangles show where she did not. This is shown in 
Figure 10.4. She clearly understood Construct 1, or more 
probably, she knew herself how often Philip had met these 
people. She also understood how Philip had used Constructs 
2, 3, 5, and 7, except now she realized that she did not share 
Philip's view of Peter. She did not do as well at rating the 
people on Constructs 4, 6, and 8, matching Philip's ratings 
only about half the time. On the whole, she understood his 
point of view and his constructs very well. 

Marian repeated the process, this time rating as she 
herself would use those constructs on the elements. Then she 
superimposed her new grid on Philip's original grid. The two 
are shown together in Figure 10.5, which shows the extent of 
agreement between them with white triangles. One 
interesting point Marian made after discussion with Philip 
was that she was using construct 8 in a different sense from 
his. She knew that John did not earn much money so, in her 
opinion, he did not spend much, while Philip said that since 
John spends most of what he earns he should be rated as 
spending a lot. Similarly Marian said that David does not 
spend much money, that he usually even waits for someone 
else to pay for the coffee if he can. Philip said that he spends 
enormous amounts of money on his collection of rare 
porcelain so he placed him on the "spends a lot of money" 
pole. 
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MARIAN'S ATTEMPT TO FILL IN PWLIP'S GRID AS HE DID IT 

r1 El E2E3 E4 E5E6 ~ 
Cl see often ,. don't see often Cl 

C2 fun to be wtth bcn1ng C2 

C3 like me not much like me C3 

C4 uptight ~ C4 

cs earn a lot 

~ 
don't earn much IC! 

C6 trust them 1.4, don't trust them C6 

Cl friendly ,,~, not friendly Cl 

cs spend a lot ot money ~ ~ ~ 
, 
~ ~ don't spend much money C8 

El Jolm 

E2 Da.ut 

E3Ann 

E4 Mike 

E5 Rosemaly 

E6 Peter 

FIGURE 10.3 Marian's grid as if she were Philip 
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El John 

E2 David 

E3Ann 

E4 Mike 

E5 Ro"""""Y 

E6 Peter 

FIGURE 10.4 Superimposed grids of Philip and Marian as 
if she were Philip 
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El John 

E2 David 

E3 Ann 

E4 Mike 

E5 Rosemmy 

E6 Peter 

FIGURE 10.5 Superimposed grids of Philip and Marian 
using Philip's constructs 
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These points of discussion and many others are brought 
to light after this sort of exercise. Philip did the same things 
with Marian's constructs (elicited a grid the way he thought 
Marian would and superimposed his grid over hers) and 
found that, although they both agreed on most things, she 
understood him much more than he understood her. 

There is another interesting use of this technique, and 
that is to compare your own grid with one elicited from an 
expert, using the same elements. In this case the constructs 
need not be the same, but one can look for similar patterns 
to see if the expert way of construing can help your own 
understanding of a topic. 

An example of this is Gillian's grid on food. Gillian was 
not overweight but thought that she was pudgy in places and 
that she should be eating less fattening foods. However 
when she went to the library, the first two books she looked 
at told opposite stories. One suggested cutting out all 
carbohydrates, and the other suggested cutting down on 
calories. But she was not exactly sure which foods were high 
in carbohydrates and which were high in calories. 

We asked her to choose nine items that she considered 
everyday types of food and to elicit a grid about them. We 
also asked an expert to do the same, using Gillian's 
elements. The first thing the expert said was that she would 
not have grouped the elements the way Gillian had. For 
instance, red meat is very different from poultry and fish, 
being high in iron. Similarly, milk, butter, and cheese are 
very different because milk is much lower in fat and higher 
in water than the other two. Swiss roll is much higher in 
water and a better diet food than rich fruit cake, which 
contains much more fat. The two grids are shown in Figures 
10.6 and 10.7. As you can see, this time we used a 5-point 
scale. 
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GILLIAN'S GRID ON FOOD 

1 El E2E3 E4 ES E6 E1E8 E9 5 

Cl good fc.-you 1 2 1 1 5 5 3 5 1 not oogood Cl 

C2 baste foods 2 1 5 2 5 5 2 5 1 extras C2 

C3 mmnmeals 3 1 4 1 5 4 4 5 4 snacl<s C3 

C4 ftlJlng 3 3 2 2 5 4 2 5 3 not"""' WJJng C4 

cs !Ike it 3 1 4 5 4 1 3 3 2 -oomuch I C! 

C6 - 4 5 2 4 1 1 3 3 4 savory C6 

C7 usually cooked 1 1 2 1 5 4 3 5 2 eat as it is C7 

cs costs more 2 1 4 5 4 2 4 1 3 relat!vcly cheap C8 

E1 eggs 

E2 meat. poulby. Bsh 

E3 fiult 

E4 vegetables and salad 

E5 Jam and other preserves 

E6 cakes and coold.es 

E7 bread and cereals 

E8 alcohohc dr1nks 

E9 milk. butter. cheese 

FIGURE 10.6 Gillian's grid on food 
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EXPERT'S GRID ON FOOD 

1 El E2 E3 E4 ES E6 E7E8 E9 5 

Cl hJgh In 8bre 5 5 2 2 4 4 1 5 5 zero Bber Cl 

C2 hJgh In calorles 3 1 4 5 4 1 3 3 2 low In calories C2 

C3 high In carbohydrate 5 5 2 3 3 1 2 3 4 low carbohydrate C3 

C4 hfgh In protein 2 1 5 4 5 4 3 5 1 -protein C4 

cs high fat content 1 2 5 5 5 1 5 5 1 low fat content c 

C6 hJgh Iron content 1 2 5 3 5 3 2 5 3 law iron content C6 

C1 hfgh vitamin C content 5 5 1 1 2 4 4 5 4 law vitamin C content C1 

C8 h1gb. water cxmtent 2 2 1 1 4 5 3 3 2 low water content C8 

E1 eggs 

E2 meat. poultiy. fish 

E3 &ult 

E4 vegetables and salad 

E5 Jam and other preserves 

E6 cakes and cookies 

E7 bread and c:erea1s 

E8 alcohollc d:1nks 

E9 m111<. butter. cheese 

FIGURE 10.7 Expert's grid on food 
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We compared each construct in the expert grid with all 
the constructs in Gillian's grid and found two identical 
constructs. X shows an expert construct, and G a construct 
from Gillian: 

X2 high in calories 
G5 like it 

314541332 
314541332 

low in calories 
not so much 

The result indicates a discouraging start for Gillian's diet! 
We then found three constructs that were quite similar: 

G 1 good for you 
G7 usually cooked 
X8 high water content 

121155351 
112154352 
221145332 

not so good 
eat as it is 
low water content 

Although it can be seen that foods Gillian thinks are "good 
for you" have "high water content," which the expert says is 
good for slimming, Gillian "usually cooks" them, and thus 
evaporates some of the water. 

Two more pairs of constructs emerge: 

X4 high in protein 
G5 basic foods 

and 

21 5 4 5 4 3 5 1 low protein 
215255251 extras 

X2 high in carbohydrates 5 5 2 3 3 1 2 3 4 low carbohydrate 
G5 sweet 4 5 2 4 1 1 3 3 4 savory 

These pairs show Gillian that she groups the foods in almost 
the same way as the expert, but uses different terms to 
describe them. 

After seeing these patterns Gillian decided not to go on a 
diet, but to make sure that her whole family eats more 
sensibly in the future. She also decided to give up alcoholic 
drinks, which contain calories and carbohydrates. 
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There are other methods in use for the comparison of 
grids elicited by different people. Appendix B describes some 
of these. In the next chapter we will show how a method 
similar to the one we used with Philip and Marian can be 
used to help Dan monitor changes in his own feelings during 
the three months prior to his departure from school. 



II 

progrc~ss 

In Chapter 2 the counselor elicited a grid from Dan to find 
out what he thought about the people he came into contact 
with and who he thought had influenced him. Dan decided 
to repeat this process every six weeks to find out how he was 
progressing. If Dan had been particularly interested in his 
progress at school, he might have taken school subjects as 
the set of elements, but he particularly wanted to see how 
his personal relationships developed and changed over time, 
so the same elements as before were used. His first grid is 
shown again in Figure 11.1. 

During the first six-week interval, various events had 
taken place in Dan's life. First of all, his father had left 
home. Dan had expected this to happen, but it was still 
quite a shock, especially since his father had seemed to be 
the only member of his family who was not against him. 

104 
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DAN'S GRID ON PEOPLE 

~ El E2 E3E4 ESE6 ~ 
Cl moaner ,.,. ~,. don't moan Cl 

C2 helpful ,.,.~ ,.., don't help much C2 

C3 quiet ,.~t.4 ~~,. big mouth C3 

C4 not stupid ,~[.4 .. ,. stupid C4 

cs Dlcc 

~-
nulaance c 

C6 look for trouble ~'-f- ~ don't look tOr trouble C6 

El Judge 

E2 father 

E3 self 

FA ideal self 

ES poHcoman 

E6 prtndpal 

FIGURE 11.1 Dan's first grid 
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Shortly after this event, Dan was caught stealing from a 
supermarket during a school lunch break and was taken 
back to school by the supermarket manager. The principal 
decided to keep Dan in his office every lunch break from then 
on. However, Dan was relieved that the incident was not 
reported to the police. 

When the second grid was elicited, Dan was given the 
outline of his old grid, showing only names of the elements 
and constructs and not the ratings, and was asked to fill in 
all the ratings as if it were a new grid. When asked if he 
wanted to add any new elements or constructs, he added one 
of each. The new element was a stray cat his mother had 
adopted a few weeks ago that had become attached to Dan. 
The second grid in Figure 11.2 suggests that Dan found the 
cat good company. The new construct is "understands-don't 
understand." 

The two grids were superimposed as described in Chapter 
10, without the new elements and constructs in the second 
grid (Figure 11.3). (The areas of change are indicated by a 
black rectangle.) Dan has changed the positive ratings he 
gave to his father in the previous constructs from "helpful" to 
"don't help much," and from "nice" to "nuisance." He has 
also changed his mind about the helpfulness of his principal. 
He says that the policeman and the principal do not 
understand and that the cat does. 

Before Dan did his third grid, a boy named Rick moved 
nearby, and into his grade at school. Soon he became very 
friendly with Rick, and the two boys went everywhere 
together. However, unlike his other friends, Rick was far 
more quiet and considerate, and turned out to be a good 
influence on Dan. After a little while the boys began visiting 
Rick's uncle and cousin who lived a few miles away. Rick's 
uncle was very good at table tennis, and the four of them 
played together when they could. Dan had always liked 
playing table tennis, and now, with coaching, he was 
becoming a good player. 
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DAN'S SECOND GRID ON PEOPLE 

~ El E2 E3E4 ESE6 E7 ~ 
Cl moaner ,.,.~,.. don't moan Cl 

C2 helpful ,.l.4l.4, don't help much C2 

C3 quiet ,.l-4 ~ ,. big mouth C3 

C4 net stupid ,~~~ , stupid C4 

C5 nice ,.1 ,. nuisance C5 

C6 look for trouble 

~t 
don't look for trouble C6 

Cl understands ~ don't understand Cl 

El Judge 

E2 father 

E3 self 

E4 !deal self 

E5 policeman 

E6 p11ndpal 

E7 cat 

FIGURE 11.2 Dan's second grid 
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SUPERIMPOSED GRIDS 1 AND 2 

~ EtlmlmiE41ESI ~ 
C! ,.i ~ let 
C2 helpful ,.I !help b 

C3 ,. ~ , C3 

C4 t stupid ,.~ , stupid C4 

cs ,.,. cs 

C6! lqok: ~ l.4 don't look C6 
'--- F-

El Judge 

E2 father 

E3 sell 

E4 Ideal self 

E5 pohoeman 

E6 pl1ndpal 

FIGURE 11.3 Dan's grids (1 and 2) 
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One day Dan and Rick arrived to find his uncle just 
leaving for work. Dan was horrified. He had never known 
that his best friend's uncle was a policeman. How could he 
have been so friendly with someone like that? When Dan got 
home he spent a long time thinking about it. Eventually, he 
became used to the idea, and began to talk to Rick's uncle 
about himself, and about the policeman who had arrested 
hi.nl. Gradually, Dan began to see things from a policeman's 
point of view and saw that the man who arrested him may 
have understood him after all and may have been trying to 
help. 

By the time the third grid was elicited, shown in Figure 
11.4, Dan had completely changed his view of the policeman. 
He added his friend Rick as element E8, but this new 
element is left out of the superimposed grids shown in 
Figure 11.5. This figure also shows two changes that 
suggest that Dan again views the principal as he did in his 
first grid (Figure 11.1). 

By the time Dan's fourth grid was elicited, he was only a 
few weeks away from leaving school. Many of his 
schoolmates did not have jobs to go to, and Dan had feared 
that he would not have one either. To his amazement, when 
he and Rick applied for jobs as apprentice plumbers, they 
were accepted. Dan was ove:rjoyed. He thought that being a 
plumber was a good, well-paying job demanding steady 
work. Such a job would enable him to contribute to the 
family income, and this fact made him feel very satisfied 
with his achievement. 

Dan's fourth grid is shown in Figure 11.6, and the 
superimposed grids 3 and 4 are shown in Figure 11. 7. The 
changes mainly appear to be in Dan's view of himself. 
Figure 11.6 shows how much more similar Dan's view of 
himself and his ideal self have become compared with the 
views in his other three grids. He has also moderated his 
exaggerated opinion of the cat now that he has more 
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DAN'S miRD GRID ON PEOPLE 

rl El ;p ~ 
Cl moaner ,. doo.'tmoan Cl 

C2 helpful 
,. ..1 ,.,,. don~ help mueh C2 

C3 quiet ,. l..i .. ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. blgmoulh C3 

C4 not stupid ,. .. ..4 ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. stupid C4 

cs nlce :Wj"""" nuisance cs 

C6 look for trouble ..41..41..4..4 don~ look for trouble C6 

C7 understands .4 ,.,.,.,. don~ understand C7 

El judge 

E2 father 

E3self 

E4 !deal self 

E5 poUceman 

E6 pr!ndpal 

E7 cat 

E8 friend 

FIGURE 11.4 Dan's third grid 
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SUPERIMPOSED GRIDS 2 AND 3 

~ lEt EZIE3 ~ 
Cl 

,. ,. don't· Cl 

C2 helpful ,.~ I help much C2 

lo ,. 
~~ C3 

IC4 I stupid , 
~~ 

, stupid C4 

lcs ,. ,. lcs 
IC6 look: IC6 
le~ understands ~ """''~" le~ 

'---

El Judge 

E2 father 

E3 sell 

E4 ideal self 

ES policeman 

E6 princtpsl 

F:7 cat 

FIGURE 11.5 Grids 2 and 3 
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DAN'S FOURTH GRID ON PEOPLE 

~ El E2 E3 E'AESE6 E7E8 Lil 
Cl moaner ,. ,. don't moan Cl 

C2 helpful 
, 

don't help much C2 

C3 quiet ,. ,. , trlgmouth C3 

C4 not stupid , , , ,. stupid C4 

cs nk:e , , ,. , nu!sana: cs 

C6 look for trouble 1.411.411 .4111.4111.411 don't look for trouble C6 

C7 understands ,, , ,, don't understand C7 

El judge 

E2 father 

E3 oeU 

E4 Ideal oeU 

E5 policeman 

E6 prtndpal 

F:l cat 

E8 friend 

FIGURE 11.6 Dan's fourth grid 
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SUPERIMPOSED GRIDS 3 AND 4 

El Judge 

E2 father 

E4 ideal self 

E5 policeman 

E6 prtndpal 

E7 cat 

E8 friend 

FIGURE 11.7 Grids 3 and 4 
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confidence in himself and has achieved acceptance from a 
close friend and the employment community. 

Dan was immensely pleased with how things had turned 
out for him. He felt that the regular grid elicitation exercise 
had helped him become more aware of how he fit into the 
world around him and understand the causes of his troubles. 
He also felt that he was now more able to see himself as he 
looked to other people and, therefore, was better able to take 
account of both their good and bad qualities rather than 
seeing them as only good or only bad. He still sees himself 
as a big mouth and a nuisance (Figure 11.6), but no longer 
stupid. This meaningful change might enable him to 
improve his behavior in the future when difficult 
circumstances arise. He is no longer trapped in comers of 
his own devising. 



11 
lvalaation of 
•ff•div•n•ss 

Often large firms and organizations have policies or values 
that represent the views of groups within them. Usually 
there is an executive group of people at the top of the 
company hierarchy that decides on these policies. These 
executives may have meetings and write reports stating an 
individual opinion about the problem and then take some 
consensus view. The policy then filters down through the 
organization, and must be supported by every employee, 
even though it may not be consistent with everybody's point 
of view. If it were possible to take into account all individual 
viewpoints, each person could feel more personally 
committed to the public statement made by the organization. 

In many such cases, there is an obvious choice of policy 
from a set of alternatives, such as maximizing profit or 
minimizing costs, but it sometimes happens that even the 

115 
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alternatives are not clear, let alone the desired outcome. In 
such circumstances some of the techniques described in this 
book can be used as powerful tools to construct 
organizational policies, statements, or evaluative 
instruments, such as performance questionnaires. 

In the following case, the executive board of a company 
wanted to develop a questionnaire they could use to assess 
the effectiveness of managers and to evaluate the company 
recruiting policy for managers. Six managers (whom we will 
call A, B, C, D, E, and F) each had a group of subordinates 
working with him or her on a particular project. Every so 
often the manager was required to write a report on each 
person in his or her group indicating to the subordinate how 
well he or she was doing the job. If it was found that the 
employee had been placed in the wrong position, the report 
should indicate a better position in the company. This was 
an important exercise both in terms of the company's desire 
for effective management and the individual's interest in 
taking advantage of the company's opportunities. 

Each manager chose a set of subordinates as elements for 
a grid, and as many constructs as possible were elicited from 
the manager using triads. (The purpose of this procedure 
was to get the managers to think about the terms in which 
they normally evaluated people.) After eliciting a grid from 
each manager, we chose a set of subordinates who were well 
known to all of them as elements in a second grid. This set 
of elements spanned a wide variety of employees in the 
section, giving full scope to all the likely ways of grouping 
them in any situation. 

When each manager completed a second grid, we had six 
grids, all using the same set of employees as elements, but 
each one having constructs personal to the individual. Using 
the focusing procedure described in Chapter 4 we could 
process the grids from manager A and manager B, as if they 
were from one person, to see what the two people had in 
common. To explain this more carefully, we need the grids 
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SECOND GRID FROM MANAGER A 

1 El E2E3 E4 ES E6 5 

Cl tntruvert 3 1 1 5 3 4 extra=! Cl 

C2 dlsllke pressure 1 2 I 4 3 2 accept pressure C2 

CJ poor communicator 3 I 1 4 3 4 good commUlllcator C3 

C4 narrow view 5 1 2 4 3 4 open-- C4 

C5 need supervlSion 2 2 I 5 2 3 can be unsupervised C! 

El 

E2 

E3 

E4 

E5 

E6 

FIGURE 12.1 Second grid from manager A 
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SECOND GRID FROM MANAGER B 

1 El E2E3 E4 ESE6 5 

Cl lack judgment 2 4 1 3 4 2 has good judgment Cl 

C2 need supervtston 2 2 1 4 2 3 work Independently C2 

C3 no responsibilities 3 4 2 5 3 4 has responslbJiitles C3 

C4 fullower 1 2 1 5 2 3 leader C4 

cs lack of detemdna.tton 2 2 2 5 3 3 persistent lc 

E1 

E2 

E3 

E4 

E5 

E6 

FIGURE 12.2 Second grid from manager B 
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RAW DOUBLE GRID FROM A AND B 

1 El E2E3 E4ES E6 5 

Cl introvert 3 1 1 5 3 4 extiavert Cl 

C2 dislike pn!SSU%<' 1 2 1 4 3 2 accept pre80un! C2 

C3 poor c:ommuDieator 3 1 1 4 3 4 good communicator C3 

C4 narrow view 5 1 2 4 3 4 open-minded C4 

cs nc:cd .....,.,.,mon 2 2 1 5 2 3 can be unsupervised lc 

~ Jaok judgment 2 4 1 3 4 2 bas good judgment ~ 
t9 nc:cd superWdon 2 2 1 4 2 3 work Independently ~ 
f§ no responstbilities 3 4 2 5 3 4 bas responsibilities ~ 
s followor 1 2 1 5 2 3 leader ~ 
~ lack of determinatiOn 2 2 2 5 3 3 persistent 

~ 

E1 

E2 

E3 

E4 

E5 

E6 

FIGURE 12.3 Amalgamated grids of A and B, B's constructs 
are circled 
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from the two managers shown in Figures 12.1 and 12.2. 
When they are combined in Figure 12.3 we can see that 
Constructs 1 to 5 are from manager A and Constructs 6 to 10 
are given by manager B. (Constructs 6 to 10 are actually 
Constructs 1 to 5 in Figure 12.2.) Figure 12.4 shows the 
focused version of Figure 12.3 and the extent of the two 
managers' similarities. 

The intermingling of constructs from A and B forms a 
cluster of constructs that are very similar: C9, C5, C7, and 
C2. In fact, C5 and C7 use almost the same words, 
indicating that A and B agreed on the meaning of "needs 
supervision," although they have different descriptions of the 
other pole and use it slightly differently in rating E4. A 
cluster consisting of the two constructs C3 and C 1 are both 
from manager A, and show that this manager associates 
"poor communicator" with "introvert," and "good 
communicator" with "extrovert." The first three constructs 
in the focused grid are all from A, whereas manager B never 
forms more than two adjacent constructs. 

By examining every possible combination of two grids in 
this way, we can measure how much any two people have in 
common. The simplest way is to count the number of groups 
of constructs from A and from B by scanning the constructs 
of the focused grid. For example, in Figure 12.4 there are six 
groups: 

l(A) 2(B) 3(A) 4(B) 5(A) 6(B) 

(The Socio computer program has a more accurate and faster 
way of measuring the extent of the commonality. This 
program is described briefly in Appendix B.) 

This process is repeated for every pair of grids, and the 
pairs are then listed in the order of most-in-common 
(greatest number of groups) to least-in-common (only two 
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FOCUSED DOUBLE GRID FROM A AND B 

1 E3 E2ES El E6E4 5 

c narrow view 2 1 3 5 2 4 open-mlnded C4 

C3 poor communicator 1 1 3 3 4 4 good communicator C3 

Cl lnlrovert 1 1 3 3 4 5 extravert Cl 

~ lack of determination 2 2 3 2 3 5 peroistent 9 ~ 
l§ follower 1 2 2 1 3 5 kadcr @ 
cs need supervtston 1 2 2 2 3 5 can be unsupervised cs 

~ need supervtsion 1 2 2 2 3 4 work Independently §; 

C2 dislike pressure 1 2 3 1 2 4 accept pressure C2 

~ lack Judg,Dent 1 4 4 2 2 3 bas good judg,nent ~ 
~ no responstbihttea 2 4 3 3 4 5 has responsibilities ~ 

E3 

E2 

ES 

E1 

E6 

E4 

FIGURE 12.4 Amalgamated grids of A and B focused, B's 
constructs are circled 
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~D E 

~I Link! ~A 

FIGURE 12.5 The set of socionets for the managers 

groups-all of one set then all the other). These links are 
then drawn, one being added on each diagram as in Figure 
12.5. In this case manager C and manager D had the most 
in common, shown in link 1, followed in link 2 by A and B. 
Gradually, A is revealed as the person having most in 
common with all the others. By link 10, all possible pairs 
are linked with the exception of manager F, who seems to be 
in a world of his own, having very little in common with any 
of his peers. These diagrams are called socionets. 
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THE FOCUSED MODE GRID 

1 ES E:l E3 El E6 E4 5 

C8 reacts emotionally under 
prc5SU"' 

2 I 3 5 2 4 unflappable c 

C9 dislike pressure< I I 3 3 4 4 accept pressure A 

C9 foJ1owcr I I 3 3 4 5 leader B 

Cl need8 supervision 2 2 3 2 3 5 can be unsupervised A 

Cl necdssu- I 2 2 I 3 5 works independently B 

a poor communicator I 2 2 2 3 5 good commwncator A 

C1 dumb I 2 2 2 3 4 communicator E 

C3 does not communtcate well I 2 3 I 2 4 communicates well D 

Ia less professional I 4 4 2 2 3 pro!esslonaJ F 

E5 

E2 

E3 

El 

E6 

E4 

FIGURE 12.6 The mode grid in focused form 
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In order to find constructs that would be clustered if all 
the grids were focused together, each construct is matched in 
turn against all the other constructs in all the grids. As this 
is done, a note is made of the number of times constructs 
from different grids are found to be similar. (Again, the 
Socia program does this automatically.) When this 
procedure has been carried out for every construct, the 
results can be listed in order of the number of appearances a 
pattern makes. By taking a suitable number of the most 
highly related constructs, a rrwde grid of the most frequently 
used constructs is extracted from the list of individual 
constructs. This number is usually comparable to the 
number of constructs in the individual grids. The focused 
mode grid from the managers is shown in Figure 12.6, with 
the manager who provided each construct identified on the 
right. This mode grid, then, shows the terms that the 
majority of the managers use to understand their 
subordinates. · 

There are four main clusters in the mode grid, and it is 
interesting to look at the names of the constructs in these 
clusters. The far right-hand column in Figure 12.6 shows 
which manager contributed that particular construct. The 
first cluster has two constructs, one from manager C and one 
from manager A: 

reacts emotionally under pressure 
dislike pressure 

unflappable 
accept pressure 

Both of these managers seem to evaluate an individual's 
reaction to pressure. This idea is used by the majority of the 
managers, or it would not appear in the mode grid. The 
second cluster 

follower 
needs supervision 
needs supervision 

leader 
can be unsupervised 
works independently 
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contains one construct from A and two from B. Again, the 
same idea is expressed in slightly different ways. The third 
cluster is 

poor communicator 
dumb 

does not communicate well 

good communicator 
communicator 
communicates well 

which has clusters from three different managers-A, E, and 
D-all concerned with the ability to communicate. The last 
cluster contains only one construct 

less professional professional 

which is provided by manager F. This is a different sort of 
construct from the others, being less behavioral or 
specifically observable, and more theoretically deduced than 
other activities. In other words, how do you notice whether 
someone is or is not "professional?" It is interesting that this 
is provided by F who was the manager having the least in 
common with anyone else in the socionets analysis. It now 
seems possible that manager F is evaluating his 
subordinates on a different level than the other managers. 
At this stage it might be interesting to look back at his two 
grids to verify this suspicion. 

Finally, we want to use the information we have gathered 
from this exercise to develop a performance questionnaire 
that the whole company can use to evaluate effectiveness as 
it applies to particular employees and their situation. One 
thing that the managers felt was especially interesting was 
that all the constructs had been general enough to apply to 
people in any department. None of them had used 
specialized or technical constructs to discriminate among 
their subordinates. In order to compile the questionnaire it 
was necessary to go back to the managers and ask them to 
add to their second grids the construct "effective
ineffective." · 
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PERFORMANCE QUESTIONNAIRE 

Check the most appropriate description of the subordinate's 
work over the last year. 

1. His or her work improves under stress. 
2. He or she plans several steps ahead. 
3. He or she puts priorities on what needs to be 

done. 
4. He or she uses authority when necessary. 
5. He or she communicates effectively with both 

the boss and with colleagues. 
6. He or she learns from mistakes. 
7. He or she can work independently and 

without supervision. 
8. He or she meets objectives on time. 
9. He or she works well in groups. 
10. He or she appears at ease when dealing with 

people. 
11. He or she is well organized and tidy. 
12. He or she asks for guidance when necessary. 
13. He or she makes clear oral and written 

reports. 
14. He or she contributes towards good morale in 

the section. 
15. He or she gives clear instructions. 
16. He or she generates useful ideas. 
17. He or she delegates work effectively. 
18. He or she monitors his or her own 

performance. 
19. He or she is willing to work outside normal 

hours. 
20. He or she is technically competent. 
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This construct was then incorporated in the analysis of the 
grids to see which of the existing constructs were related to 
effectiveness. It might have been useful to ask each 
manager at this stage to add two new elements "the most 
effective manager I know personally" and "the most 
ineffective manager I know personally." If it happened that 
both of those elements fell at the same pole of any construct, 
then that construct would not differentiate between them 
and, therefore, would be irrelevant to that manager's view of 
effectiveness. For example, one manager used the construct 
"married-not married," and it happened that the most 
effective and the most ineffective persons were both married. 
In this case, one can deduce that marital status has nothing 
to do with job effectiveness. 

The final questionnaire uses those constructs from the six 
managers that discriminate between effective and ineffective 
people. 



13 
Tllinlc 

• aga1n 

By now we have seen many ways in which grids may be 
used. First we described the use of grids by individuals: 
Carol's choice of a course of action; Jim's choice of the right 
car; Bill's grid as part of Julie's group; and a way of using the 
grid to think about what we mean by "personality." Second, 
we showed how grids can be used with more than one person 
in order to increase communication and understanding: 
Philip and Marian's investigation of how they viewed their 
friends and how each thought the other viewed them; 
Gillian's attempt to understand nutrition in the way an 
expert dietitian does; Dan's self-observation using a grid over 
a period of time; and the managers' views of effectiveness. 
We ended the first part by outlining some other ways in 
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which the grid could be used. We would now like to do the 
same thing using the ideas from the second part. 

We usually think of art as something personal and 
intuitive. It is not unusual to hear artists say that to attempt 
to analyze art is to destroy it. How, then, do we teach art? 
The answer to this question often differs depending on 
whether one asks an art student or art teacher. Art teachers 
often say that they are interested in fostering self
expression, but at the same time, insist upon the necessity of 
grading student work. The students ask how self-expression 
can be .right or wrong. 

There are at least four ways in which grid methods could 
be used in such an area. First of all, an art student could 
use the grid to investigate how he or she views art in order 
to focus his self-expression. This is what we called "using 
the grid" in Chapter 3. The student can process his or her 
grid like we did with Dan's in Chapter 4, to see what clusters 
appear, and what elements seem to be associated. 

Secondly, the student and teacher could both construe 
some art objects, thus enabling the student to see how the 
teacher thinks about art and how his or her own view 
compares with the teacher's view. This is precisely what 
Gillian did in Chapter 10 with her expert dietitian. Each of 
them elicited individual grids using the same elements, and 
compared them one construct at a time to see if they were 
categorizing things in the same ways even when they were 
referring to them differently. 

Thirdly, an entire class can construe the same art objects 
and explore relationships, areas of overlap, and differences 
between them. This is what we did in Chapter 12 with the 
managers. Having chosen the set of art objects to use as 
elements, each individual elicits a grid. The final set of grids 
is then processed by comparing every two grids out of the 
total group and noting the extent of the commonality 
between the two. From all these results we can see which 
people in the group are like each other and, moreover, which 
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views they have in common, as well as those views unique to 
a particular individual. In this way, the students can share 
ideas and insight more effectively. 

The fourth method may be the most important since it 
goes some way toward resolving the problem of how to 
evaluate art. If a student construes various art objects, his 
constructs then represent his or her view of art. Suppose the 
student is then asked to consider the piece of work he or she 
is about to do. The student could be asked to describe what 
he or she wants it to be in terms of his or her own personal 
constructs. Once the student has produced the piece of work, 
the work can then be evaluated in terms of what the student 
wanted it to be. If the student is honest he or she will be 
able to say how successful he or she has been in doing what 
he set out to do. This would not rule out the possibility of 
producing a great work of art spontaneously, but it would go 
some way towards showing how one might arrive at a valid 
set of criteria for judgment. 

Many of us tend to think of industry as being a precise 
world where products are made to exact standards. Further, 
we assume that these standards can be specified 
quantitatively and that the success or failure of a product 
can be measured in terms of these standards. However, it is 
not uncommon in industry for inspection of products to 
involve a great deal of subjective opinion. The example of 
Hamish the whisky-taster in Chapter 9 is an obvious case in 
point, but the practice of using subjective judgment is far 
more common than this example might suggest. In the 
clothing industry, various branches of engineering, the 
pharmaceutical industry, and so forth, inspectors are 
involved in judging whether products are fit to be put on the 
market. 

Leaving aside questions about the accuracy of a 
particular inspector's judgment, various other problems 
often arise in such situations. Such problems usually arise 
because different people in a particular business have 
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different views of the product they manufacture. For 
example, a product that is acceptable to a production 
manager because it satisfies engineering criteria may be 
rejected as unsuitable by an inspector using aesthetic 
criteria. Furthermore, a sales manager may decide that the 
same product is acceptable for one customer but not for 
another. Three people could easily find themselves arguing 
about a product because their viewpoints arise from differing 
situations. The production manager wants to see as few 
rejects as possible, otherwise the production department will 
look inefficient. The inspector does not really mind how 
many products are rejected as long as no faulty ones slip 
through to the marketplace. The sales manager, ideally, 
would like a warehouse full of excellent products that will fill 
the necessary orders. The sales manager does not want too 
many rejects because that will increase the product's cost, 
but he knows that many customers would not object to some 
of the products the inspector might reject. The sales 
manager could probably sell them at a reduced rate as a 
promotional strategy. 

If each of these three people were to complete a grid 
individually, using various acceptable and unacceptable 
products as elements, they would become more aware of 
their own criteria for judgment. Secondly, they could look at 
the other grids in order to see how their associates think. 
Using the exchange grid technique as we did with Philip and 
Marian would give them even greater insights into some of 
the other ways of thinking. Not only could they share views, 
but with a little work they could also negotiate a common 
core of constructs that would form the criteria on which 
products were judged in the future. As a result of using this 
procedure all three people might be happier and, 
subsequently, work together more effectively. 

We have produced many examples of how the grid can 
help clarify problems. However, there are many more 
problems to which the grid can be applied. Appendix B 
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shows you RepGrid, a program that will elicit and analyze a 
grid automatically. 

The breadth of examples we have shown should suggest 
that the grid is a flexible tool. We hope that you will be able 
to use it to think again about your problems, and about 
topics that interest you. Often we hear people say, "I've 
never been able to do math" or "play the piano" or "learn 
French". Expert teachers of math, piano, French, and other 
subjects will tell you that you can be successful, but your 
past failures in a given area and your present attitude are 
your biggest handicaps. We hope that when you have 
practiced using the grid, you can make it a useful tool to help 
you think again and learn some of the things you have 
always wanted to learn and do. 
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CLUSTERING A GRID WITH A RATING SCALE 

Appendix A relates to Chapter 4. You may need to go back 
and make sure you understand Method 2. When your grid 
uses a rating scale like 1-5 or 1-7, Method 1 is too difficult 
because you have to judge visually which rows and coluri:ms 
are similar. However, Method 2 can still be used, to get 
results similar to those obtained with Method 1, providing 
the best of both worlds. 

First, calculate the tables of matching scores for both 
elements and constructs. Instead of counting the number of 
times the same symbol occurs to find the relationships 
between elements or between constructs, the sum of 
differences must be calculated. 
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For example, between 

and 
there are 

1 2 2 4 5 5 
5 4 2 2 3 4 
4+2+0+2+2+1 = 11 differences. 

These results are entered in the boxes in the usual way and 
then, in the case of elements, are picked out from the 
smallest to the largest to obtain the clusters. In the case of 
constructs, a large difference is as significant as a small one, 
because the construct could be reversed. For example, on a 
1-5 scale with seven elements, the maximum difference that 
could occur is (5-1) x 7, or 28. In this case, scores of 0 or 28 
should be selected first, followed by 1's and 27's, and so on. 

An example may make it clearer. We will take Bill's grid 
on learning events in Figure 7.3 as an example and show 
how it may be processed to produce the result given in 
Figure 7.4 (see page 70). First, form the tables of matching 
scores. For elements: 

For constructs: 

Clb 
C2b 
C3b 
C4b 
·CSb 
C6b 
C7b 

El E2 E3 E4 ES E6 E7 

El 
E2 
E3 
E4 

ES 

E6 

E7 

Cl C2 C3 C4 CSC6C7 

II II IO 4 I3 19 Cl 
I2 IS I3 IO 14 C2 

11 9 6 10 C3 
8 IS IS C4 

13 I7 cs 
IO C6 

C7 

C! C2 C3 C4 CS C6 C7 
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(The bottom left half is found by reversing one of the 
constructs in each pair). 

To form the clusters we must pick out the numbers from 
the table of element matching scores, starting with the 
smallest. We have two 6's: 

E2--ES--E7 

Then, considering the 7's we get: 
E6--El 

I 
E2--ES-- E7 

Next comes a 9: 

E6-T 

/E7"'-. 

E2-- ES E4 

Now, the only one missing is E3, so we have: 

E6--El 

I 
/E7" 

E2--ES" E4 

E3 

For the constructs we must consider high and low values 
equally, such as 0 and 28, 1 and 27, 2 and 26, and so on. The 
first ones we find are 3's (there are no 25's that would be 
equivalent): 

C4--C6 C!--C7 

/ 
cs 
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Although the link between C7 and C5 was taken from the 
bottom of the table, we will not write "C5b" this time because 
we will look at all the reversals more closely in a moment. 

The next value we find is a 4, which does not add to the 
clusters: 

C4--C6 Cl--CI 

\/ 
cs 

Next, a 6 gives: 

C4--C6 Cl--CI 

/ 
C3 

\/ 
cs 

And now only C2 is to be added: 
C4--C6 Cl--CI 

/ 
C3 

\/ 
cs 

C2 

These are the final results from Method 2. 
If we want to obtain the grid in Figure 7.4, we merely 

form a line instead of clusters. This time we can either form 
a new part of the chain or add a link to one of the elements 
at the end of a chain. We start again with elements. The 6's 
give us: 

E7-E5-E2 

Now the 7's add E6-El to E7: 
E6-El-E7-E5-E2 

The 9 adds E4 to E7, but this cannot be included since E7 is 
not on the end of the line. The same applies to the 10, which 
gives E3-E5. The 11 gives us E3-E4, so we have two parts 
to the line now: 

E6-El-E7-E5-E2 and E3-E4 
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We must continue choosing numbers from the table until we 
are able to join these together. A 12 joins E2 and E3, 
producing the final line: 

E6-El-E7-E5--E2-E3-E4 

This method is repeated for the constructs, bearing in 
mind the two possible choices of number 0 and 28 and so on. 
Starting with the 3's, we get two parts of the line: 

Cl--C7--C5 

Then C3 joins to C6 giving: 

Cl--C7--C5 

Now C2 joins to C4: 
Cl--C7--C5 

C4-C6 

C4-C6--C3 

C2-C4-C6--C3 

Continuing until they come together we get: 
Cl--C7--C5--C3--C6--C4-C2 

We now have reordered the elements and the constructs, 
but still must check which constructs have been reversed. 
To do this we must look back at the table of construct 
matching scores and see which numbers have been crossed 
through. Take the first link in the line of reordered 
constructs and see whether it comes from the top right half 
(in which case leave it alone) or the bottom left half (in which 
case add a prime). Note that C7' is a more compact way of 
writing what in Chapter 4 we called C7b. Cl-C7 is 
matched on the bottom, so place a prime after C7: 

Cl--C7' 

This part of the line cannot be changed now. We must then 
add a prime to one construct in every adjacent pair in the 
line, if and only if the match came from the bottom half. If 
the match comes from the top half, they must be in the same 
form. Either they both must have primes or neither must 
have a prime. 
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The next match C7 -C5 is from the bottom, so we need 
one prime. But there is already one on C7 so we get: 

Cl-C7'-C5 

We can continue to build up the picture of primes going 
down the line. The pair C5-C3 comes from the top half, so 
it must be in the same form as C5, giving us: 

Cl-CT-C5-C3 

Next, C3-C6 is from the top half, so C6 must be like C3: 
Cl-CT-C5-C3-C6 

But C6-C4 is from the bottom half, so just one of them must 
have a prime. Since we cannot change the line so far, we add 
the prime to C4: 

Cl-C7'-C5-C3-C6-C4' 

Next, C4-C2 comes from the bottom. One only must have a 
prime, and it is already present on C4. So the final line is: 

Cl-CT-C5-C3-C6-C4'-C2 

The final focused grid in Figure 7.4 is constructed as follows: 

1. Write the new order of elements along the top line of a grid 
form. (Some grid forms are printed later in Appendix B.) 

2. Write the new order of constructs down the far left and far right 
columns. 

3. Write in the words for the constructs, reversing those that have 
a prime. (Compare the words in Figures 7.3 and 7.4.) Put R's 
on those that have been reversed. 

4. Write in the words for the elements on the lines towards the 
bottom of the form, in their new order. 

5. For those constructs that have not been reversed, carefully copy 
the ratings from the original grid for each line in the new 
element order. 

6. For those constructs that have been reversed, instead of writing 
down the appropriate rating as in item 5 above, each rating 
must also be reversed. That is, 1 becomes 5, 2 becomes 4, 3 is 
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still in the middle at 3, 4 becomes 2, and 5 becomes 1. (This is 
similar to changing the o's and x's that we explained in Chapter 
4 when constructing C6b from C6a.) For example, on C7 we 
had: 

El E2 E3 E4 ES E6 E7 

C7 3 1 1 3 1 5 2 C7 

The new order gives us: 

E6 El E7 ES E2E3E4 

C7 5 3 2 1 1 1 3 C7 

and reversing the ratings we get: 

E6 El E7 ES E2 E3 E4 

Cl' 1 3 4 5 5 5 3 Cl' 

A quick way to do this is to note that each rating and its 
reverse adds up to 6 (1+5==6, 2+4==6, 3+3==6, 4+2==6, and 
5+1==6), so we could have subtracted each value from 6 to get 
the reversed form. If we had used a 7-point scale 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

becomes 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

and we note that each rating and its reverse adds up to 8. 
Here we could subtract each value from 8 to get the reversed 
form. This quick method can be applied to any rating scale. 
The number to use is one more than the highest rating 
allowed in each case. 

Now you have the final grid as displayed in Figure 7.4. If 
you have followed diligently up to this point, you may be 
relieved to know that the FOCUS program (described in 
Appendix B) does this whole process automatically for you. 
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THE REPGRID COMPUTER PROGRAM 

RepGrid is an integrated suite of programs for the Apple 
Macintosh computer that provides facilities for the 
interactive elicitation and analysis of repertory grid data 
from one or more people. It is based on the Personal 
Construct Psychology of George Kelly made operational 
through the personal computer. Repertory grids are used in 
personal construct psychology to elicit and analyze the 
cognitive structures of clients. 

RepGrid is a conversational tool for investigating the 
basis of the thinking of yourself and others, and offers 
alternative approaches to grid analysis and presentation. It 
may be used in a wide variety of applications ranging from 
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personal decision making through psychiatric help to the 
study of cultures. 

RepGrid offers flexible forms of conversational computer 
interactions for both naive and professional users, and has 
been designed for power combined with flexibility and ease of 
use. 

What can you do with RepGrid? 
• You can elicit a conventional repertory grid with on-going 

display of similar constructs and elements. 

• You can start to elicit a new grid or continue one 
previously started. 

• You can choose a rating bar with any number of positions 
from 2 to 199. 

• You can choose triadic, pairwise and match-breaking 
elicitation. 

• You have continuous display of highest matches, and easy 
access to any other match values. 

• You can edit element and construct names, and rating 
values at all times. 

• You can choose automatic elicitation sequence generation. 

• You have all options continuotisly available for user choice. 

• You can choose to see a rapid interactive analysis and 
display anytime during the elicitation. 

• You can copy and paste RepGrid graphic and text output to 
other programs. 

• You can process individual grids by cluster analysis, 
FOCUS, or principal component analysis, PrinCom. 

• You can see the results of the analysis in textual or 
graphical form, with either the full intermediate values or 
full graphic presentation on screen and printer. 
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• You can choose the automatic tinting of rating values in 
Display and FOCUS output to show structure. 

• You can click and drag the element and construct labels in 
PrinCom output. 

• You can elicit an exchange grid using a grid from another 
person, to explore your agreement or understanding of the 
other's point of view. 

• You can compare grids from two or more people, either 
with the same or different constructs. 

• You can see help buttons at all times showing current 
matches and options available. 

• You can see the control panel for data management, and 
the Status data at any time. 

• You can automatically log all activities, dates and times. 

• You can customize all fonts, sizes and weights in output. 

Figure B.l shows the main tools in RepGrid: 
• Elicit accepts specifications of elements within a domain 
and provides an interactive graphical elicitation 
environment within which you can distinguish elements to 
derive constructs. The resultant construct system is 
continuously analyzed to provide feedback prompting you 
to enter further elements and constructs. 

• FOCUS is a clustering method for the analysis and display 
of the construct systems elicited showing the system as a 
hierarchical structure. 

• PrinCom is a clustering method for the analysis and 
display of the construct systems elicited showing the 
system as a spatial map. 

• Socio compares elicited and exchanged grids in a variety of 
ways, and provides comparison of terminology, difference 
grids, socionets, and mode constructs. 
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Re~rtory 
Grid 

Socio-Consensus 
Conflict & Contrast 

FIGURE B.l The RepGrid system 
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Elicitation in RepGrid 

When starting up the RepGrid system, a double click on the 
RepGrid icon shown in the top left comer of Figure B.2 will 
yield the initial screen which asks the user for a Name and 
description which is used to monitor the user's interaction 
and stored in the Log file. 

21 itoms 

RtpGrid 

•• *• Brion-FOCUS 

RepGrld 
69.4 MB in disk 

• -• RGP 

5.6 MB availabl• 

FIGURE B.2 The RepGrid desktop showing the icons 

As an example, we use Philip from Chapter 10 who wants 
to explore his thoughts and feelings of friends. Mter he 
clicks on the RepGrid icon a Welcome to RepGrid screen 
comes up where he has to enter his name and a session 
description, the context or purpose for eliciting the grid, and 
other preferences such as the number of rating points. The 
default value is 1 to 9 but Philip chooses to change it to 1 to 
5. When he has finished he clicks on Done and goes to the 
next screen where new elements can be added. 

Here he is asked to think of about six elements that are 
relevant to his purpose which he said was my view of 
friends. He knows that at least six is the best number to 
start with, and that less than three will make triadic 
elicitation impossible. He can think of at least six. 
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RepGrid DIN"mmllly ClhoosH tM tint •llmlnts .at r ..... 
Hw""" • .. ou 0111 s.'IMt- or.,..... et.ments to bl' pwt of Uw trW by Hltcting Uwm lbov.. 

FIGURE B.3 Philip's list of elements 

He types in the names of his six friends that were used in 
Chapter 10. This results in the screen shown in Figure B.3. 
If a typing error is made, or he wants to change an element 
he can go back and correct it at any time just by highlighting 
it and clicking on the Edit button. 

As Philip is just starting his grid, he decides to elicit a 
construct from a triad, so he clicks on the Triad button 
which bring up the screen shown in Figure B.4. 
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Phlllp-Ellclt 
In whet way are two of the elements altke end different from the third? 
C11ck on the one wh1ch 1s d1rrerent. 

11rink lllout tiM sinrilaritiH N~ amant h ttr.. •llrrwMs- wfrich..,.. ,.. • .,..t; te \letr cent.~ of •my..,;., of .......... 
TIM w., tl which two ... rinf1ar Md tht thtt'4 -.,.«<t Din 1M> ent.r.d • a nrw oanstrvct. 

CHok an ... ON wtrloh ts dlffweftt front the otMr tw.. 
Cllokon •ear-1• tf\IOU Nn Mt thWc of ar•ltvolht OII'ISb'ud. 

C1il* • ats Mx t• r...,. tilts~-

John 

Rosemary 

FIGURE B.4 Philip's first triad 

He sees the three element names in the triad, and 
decides that David is the one who is different from John and 
Rosemary, so he clicks on that one. 
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Philip-Elicit ,!! 

"my view of friends .. 

.~ see ofte~ I I 

'llrisdilpkv shows•-~~nMdstoM ~.-IUMdtrramth•'"-ds. 
T\IP. NOh ,. .. MIM fo'llowM by tM RE'RIIN kMJ w o~ •D..w •. 

YouwiiiMtH•ltto~.xee,tll¥ o'tlo&mt "CMo.tl"l.fttnh MrMS.-.ent.r.d. 
You c.-. click en <11'1\1 oftM•'IftMnts....,. .,._, hmto 1bt roltingbar to chlnp 1htir r...tn,s. 

You Oolft doultlt oliok on tlw o.......m or -truot NmH to Hlect 1hlm for eclitini. 
CIICII: • tMs: Mx te r ... ••• _.k .alrin. 

iiri""''' 1e this twl 
r-"' 

Ann .... ..... 

~. 
s•t~Wftt Ntw.. tiMrA two ~ 

'¢1 I~ 

FIGURE B.5 Philip's first construct pole name 

Now Philip has to decide why he thinks John and 
Rosemary are alike and different from David. He types in 
the Difference in this one as "see often" as shown in Figure 
B.5 on one pole of the construct, then he names the other end 
of the construct. The Similarity between these two is that 
they are "don't see often". 

Philip now has to rate all the other elements on this 
scale. If he finds that the original triad John, David and 
Rosemary need to be moved to accommodate the others he 
cando that. 
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Phlllp-(11<11 

"my view of friends" Done 

Adding construct to distinguish tried of elements = Thk disp~ shows • MY oenstrvot Yhioh nHds toM~ Mel usM f.- r..tmg tht •'lfiMnts. 
TIJJM NOh polt tMeM fol'lovM by tM RE11.RN k-v or cllolcfftg "Dorw •. 

Y.u wm not 1M ... to ott .,.,t., o1toJrtnt •c...t" untn tt. Nln'IK .-..terM. 
You eo¥~ cHck Oft ¥'II) of h •'ltlftlnts ..S .. .at them to 1hl r•tthg W to eNnp U.T ,.~tmgs. 

You oan dMablf. olk* on tfw. •lftntnt or oonstn1ot MI'I'IH to HIMt thMn for lfdMtt. 
Cltel:ta.tMs.._t.r ..... tldsMriae. 

-·-r" .... 
.... 

<::....... 
~ 

~ 

... "t .... tt. In 
191 1-:> 

FIGURE B.6 Philip's first construct 

Figure B.6 shows that he moved Rosemary up one place 
towards the middle of the scale, and put Peter at the bottom. 
It also shows how he placed each of his other friends on this 
construct. 

Now he has got his first construct, and continues by 
adding four more constructs from triads. Mter this, Philip 
notices that the bar in the top right of the screen in Figure 
B.3 is showing a high match between two of his friends. He 
clicks in the bar to find out what it is, then chooses to Show 
it by clicking on that button, and can see in Figure B. 7 why 
they are matched. 
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Phlllp-EIItlt 
Can you think of a re1evant construct thet distinguishes .. Rosemery .. from Yes 
"Ann"? Vou con also edtt your grtd. ~ 

This 4ilp'll\l c...-.s two •lefMnts r.-hd on NCh of tM .wtruds. 12 
a.MtM ...-u--... ... liDII: .. •yes;•tr, ................ ~ .. ~-....ate~ ... 

You an clk:k on tM uppw v.rtical markws anct•at thtm to cNngt tM rattlgs on tht ......,. tllmtnt. 
You can clid:: an tht1owtr Vft'tic.ll marktrs: ft *'ag thlm to._.. tM r.mp: on tbt iDwer tlttMnt. 

VIN OM dldllt olick on tM t1enwnt.,. oenstrvot IMIM5 te se1Mt tblm for tclitfftt. 
C1llll: ta ats ... , ........ 11111S Mrioe . ......... 

4on'tsHeftft\ ........ - f\1\toNvtth 
aotrnuohllbJM ........ ......... -· dafl't...-nmuah ""' .... -

l$ 
1-:> 

FIGURE B. 7 An element match 

The line pointing up indicates the placing of Rosemary, 
and the line pointing down that of Ann. If he wanted to 
change any of these values at this time, he could pick up the 
marker by pointing to it, clicking on the mouse, and dragging 
it to a new position on the bar. 
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l'hlllp-EIIclt 
"my view of friends" 

J~ Editing the evoluotlons on selected construct I 

!( 
This dilpJav mows ttw r.a&gs of .an ttw •'IMMnts on .. construct. 

J 
You eara oHok on ¥lll of tM •'INMrds ¥WI *'It tMtn t. 11M r..tlftt Nr to cNntt tMfr r~tfnp. 

You eM c~MD1t cltckon tM•~ .-COftl'b'uct MmH to stltct hM f.-Mfthg. 
Clicll: • ais ._ t. f'ftH'ft •• .......,_ ..... 

~ ~ 

r-o-

........... 

~ _ .. 
91 ¢ 

FIGURE B.S Splitting an element match 

He decides to break the match by adding a new construct 
which distinguishes between them. This takes him to a new 
screen placing the matched elements at either end of the 
construct bar. This is very like the screen that appeared 
after Philip had chosen a triad, and is shown in Figure B.8 
with the other elements also rated. Later, he comes back to 
this construct by selecting Edit, and changes the pole names 
to "trust them-don't trust them." 
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Phlllp-EIItlt 
f'my v1ew of fr1ends"' 

Adding constNct to distinguish triod of elements 

This display shows: • MW consb'uct wtrich,... to bt specrifMd lftd I.ISI4 fer ,..mag tht o'llnMnts. r,,. •• po1tnwntf9tloYeclll\l tMRETURNkltV •clicking •DOM•. 
'l'ouvfDMtbe.lttoexft~bvallokinf'C...I'untntht.......sar-.~M. 

You~~lkt •-. oftht oltrntMs ... .,ttwm to h r'.atfnt bw to c~ 1MF ntihfs. 
Vou 0¥1cio~Jblf' oltolc en 1M ollorMftt.,. OMStruct MII'IK to Hllet 1twm for Mttlnt. 

C'Hok ta tllik Mx te _.. .. •• ..,_._ 

.._ ... 

.... ..... --
FIGURE B.9 Dragging an element on to the construct bar 

Figure B.9 shows an element being dragged on to the 
rating bar from its anchor point on the left of the screen. 
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( 

( 
¢ 

Tr1ad J1 To Elements mJ ~ (}!!D{Delete1~( Rate 1E)[ Show 10 • 
In ..,.., conttxt of • my 'rilw of frilnds •vou t.w. enttrtcr 6 ollmtnts Mel ttw 8 consiructs shown Nlew. 

Cti Oft ... OOMtruots to s.J.ct tt.fft for Httftg, dl>lt~ • ........... fNtotiK. 
C1tolc 1111 litis: ... tor.._.. tM IIIIYIM. Ctlot • • AftiM• te .. t H hoi:. 

don't SH often - SH Dfttft 
borinf-flnt.Mwtttl 

not~lrftN-lbtM ----don't...,.muoh-..,.,...1ot 
don't trvst ttwm - tnlst 1lwm 

no11rionA1•1rionAI 
don't.sptnd nwch II'IOMIJ • sp«<CC a lDt ofmoMt~ 

1M • htio.atH that not .. n .. ., •~eM~nts han bHn ratN. 
~ ) C:ltelt .. tlltslln:teMII•~•aiMs. 

n.. •rrnc~" butten N~ vou .add anottwr OOI'Iriruet bv thWclftl aou.t tM nnnartta.s w diff'tr.nots: Nto.o..,. thrM .-.... 
R.,orid normally ctlooAs ttw tfw'M •lf'IMftts: at rMdom. 

Howewr ;'IOU 01n se11et- or,...,..oi«Mnts to k p.wtof'h triM by: se1Rtfn,g iMrn .abon. 
C1lot Ill IItts ... to Md-.tltw oeulriiOt • tMs: wag. 

TM two constru:ts:, "are often- don't SH a1't«< • ...t "~t-MSV9R19 •, .-. VW1J rin'IW". 
You Cllll.llddlftOthw o1tcMM to rtduo. t1w mAiM. 

CHok Ill ats ._ te ., u. aatcllrlltg HIIStnots. 

Clk*tDu.tsMxtoMIIaaev•~- '~ ¢ 

FIGURE B.lO The construct screen with some unrated 
constructs 

Philip then decides to add several construct names before 
rating all the elements on them. Constructs with unrated 
elements are shown by a bullet mark ( •) between the pole 
names as in Figure B.lO. These constructs can then have all 
the elements rated on them by clicking on the pole name to 
appear at the top of the screen, then on Edit, or by clicking 
on the first help box under the list of constructs. Any of the 
help boxes could be clicked on if Philip wanted to choose one 
of those options. 
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Philip-Elicit 
Can you think of e relevant element that is .,fun to be withn end ... don't s;: spend much money"' or ... bor1ng"' and "spend a Jot or money ... ? Vou can also 
ed1t uour ar1d. 0 

This dilpl.tv ~ tM ramo-: of .n tM •'INnlnts on twe OOI'IStructs. 
RHII i:M ..,sttM ...,_ _. ellek • •y-s• ff , .. vldl te ~a..,., • ......_. te r ..... tM -.at ... 

Voueutc'Hclc en .M'IIJI ofh •11mMts. on .tthlr nit, 1M *atiMm along tht rHnog bar tod\lftp th.rr.atiftp:. 
You can doubJ. cliclc en tiM •11nMnt:.,. CCiftSind names t. Mltd hen for Mimf. 

C'fiek ill Uris .. X te niMY. tllis ....... ~ ......... ~~ ..... ;:.: ....... 
• '!':? 
,....._ ....... 

......... 

....... ~ ..... 

. ~ ~ .... t spellll ..... ..._, ........ 
~ ¢ 

FIGURE B.ll A construct match 

Philip then looks at the high matching constructs by 
clicking on the match bar (shown in Figure B.lO in the top 
center-right), then on the less-than (< ) to step down one 
level at a time, or the more-than (>) to step back up. He 
decides to Show the highest one, and this takes him to a new 
screen showing how the constructs are matched, in Figure 
B.ll. 

This shows the two matched constructs side by side, so 
that the ratings of individual elements can be compared. In 
this case Philip can see that most of the elements are in the 
same positions on both constructs, only David is construed 
differently. This means that with this one exception, Philip 
is saying that his friends who "spend a lot of money" are also 
"fun to be with," and those who "don't spend much money" 
are "boring." 
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J PhiiiD-EIItlt 
"my view of friends" = I New element I I 

Tlril: displafl shows .. M'W olt!Mnt vhich nMds toM .,.eifild W raW on Nch oftM constructs. 
Tv,. ttsM~M Wprus tt.. R£11Mbv w eHak •o.n.•. 

YouwfliiiOt Meltto~...,tllg e'HddiMJ "ew.o.l"...tfltt.floii'Mil'~. 
You An click on iht JrMD vwtict11'1Mrbn ancr•at hm to ohan9r tM r..tings. 

You An dDubllo olidt lfl h •""'*'t _. OMdruot IMmiS to uiMt tt.n for ..tmnr,. 
CJielc t. tills Mx .. r ... .,. tMs: anto.. 

dDn'ts .. of'twl• 
iii:iiiiiiiiil --- 1\mt.kwflh 

notnwcb .. nw• ,.. ... .......... "'a,ht 
cllh'tNmmuah 1 .... ,.. 
don't trusttMm• ............ 

notfriMdiV" ......... 
don't~muohl'nOM\I spMd ~ lo1 ofmoi*J 

~ 
<>! ro 

FIGURE B.l2A construct match 

Philip decides that he does not think that this is always 
the case, so he decides to add another element. He clicks on 
Yes to get to the screen in Figure B.12. He could then type 
in a new friend who would be rated on all his constructs so 
far, by dragging the marker to the appropriate place on each. 
However, he cannot think of one who would split this match, 
so clicks on Cancel. 

Philip can continue to elicit his grid with the options 
available as described. At any time he can add or delete 
elements or constructs, use triads or pairs, or just type in 
names and ratings. He can see the Status screen at any time 
and change it if he wishes; for example, adjust the purpose to 
be more relevant to what he is doing. When he chooses, he 
can Display his grid, or analyze it using FOCUS or PrinCom 
and then continue with the elicitation. 
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All the facilities in the elicitation system are also present 
in the exchange elicitation. If the user wishes to use offered 
elements and/or offered constructs then the procedure for 
setting up the exchange elicitation should be followed, as 
described in the next section, but only the Elements and/or 
Constructs boxes should be checked respectively. 

Exchange Grid Elicitation 

As we saw in Chapter 10, Marian decides to use Philip's grid 
for an exchange procedure where she has to rate his 
elements on his constructs as she feels that he would have 
done. She could have chosen to rate his elements on his 
constructs as she would have done. These two procedures 
enable Marian to compare her understanding of Philip's 
perspective of the topic, and her agreement with him. 
Whichever is selected, the same procedure will be followed. 

In either case, Marian has first to Copy Philip's grid with 
which she wishes to exchange and compare his knowledge or 
ideas. She must remember not to copy his ratings! 
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Marian •• If she were PhiliP-Elicit 
(Tried)[ To Constructs 

-~-·--·· ~ ~{Delele]{ 8dd )(RateJ0[ShowJ0 • 
M ljiOir oont.xt of ·mv vWv ofi'Htnds:" you MY• llltwN I ODftSbo'UDts andh 7 tltrNnts shown Nlow. 

C1lck • thlollnwnts to Mltct hm fflr Mttat~ *11ti'19~ W .,......, f~Mtd~H. 
Clic* ill tlds .._ t. r-. .. e '1M-.... Cliot • • Aftioe• te wet ft '-t . ...... ...... .... ·-• Rostmrg ........ 

• rt.woltnwftt 

( n.. • fndioWos t..t not .an vcv oltmtnts haw IMtft r~. ) CHN:- tMs .............. 'f' .. 'llles .. 

TM •rrMcl• button tw-.s you .add ..u.r ~ t.v ifmmt ~ tt.. rimllritiH and dif'fw-s HtwHn.,.... ·-· RepGr1d not"fMlly ohoosts ttw thrM tltmtnts •t r.andom. 
Hov.wr, youoa~~ stltetorw.,. maroo'llmtnts to bt p.art ofttw tr1adlM,I s.t.cting ttwm Mvt. 

Cllot till U.ls ... te .... _.tiler eoastrHt ill tldr; wag. 

( ClloktlltlltsHxt.Hd.a...., ...... t. ) 
( CHoir: Ia .. b kx to .... a AeY ...trwt. ) 

~ 
1<:> 

FIGURE B.13Marian's element screen 

Marian starts the elicitation in the same way as she did 
with her own grid, but the elements and constructs already 
exist. She can see the list of elements used in Philip's 
original grid, shown in Figure B.l3, and choose to Delete 
some if she wishes by selecting the one(s) to delete, then 
clicking on the Delete button. 
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Marian as If she were Phlllp-EIIcll 

~1 Ta Elements @f*PPQIII 
.~ ~[Delete]~[ Rata 10[ Show ](2) I 

lh IJCMr oontM of •m&J vtnf offHINis"ytu h.lw ..mn4 7 ellmtnts lnd trw 8 oensb'UetJ: shown Mlov. 
CHdl: on tht canstn1cts to Rllct 1Mm fer "'*~• •llttl9, and showDg m.Jtctws. 

C1il* t. tlris hx te ~e..., MriM~ C1iok • • AftiM .. te ~~it '-lt. 
doft'ts..on.ne ... oftlln 

l»oringoMtoMwith 
notrnucfl~nw•Jictonw 

..-y,m, • uptipt 
don"t earn muah • earn a lot 

don't trvst hrn. tnld hm 
not~ .......... 

don't ,..,.. rnucfiii'IOM\I • sp.nd .. lot ., moM9 

( n. • irld6ntH that not any..- •llfMftts hav. bHft r.t.ct. ) Click•tlris ... to_..__....,.,..._.. Ill 
1bt "Trlid" ktton •• gov Md ¥IOtlwr oanstnact IIIII thtntng Mut tht :Rnlllr'lttu ft 4tffft'"fliOIS betwMn 1tJrM .-... 

hpOr1d IIOP'mal\1 cboosK 1M thrH •llcMnts ~ r¥1dorft. 
Htwwer, you Nil s•lHt- • mer• •I«Mnts te M part .t the~ bv s.lHUnt iMm -.v.. 

C11ek Ia .. Is Nx ttl Mil anotMr HDStrltOt Ill tilts wq. 

( Clloll': Ia ats ... te add a MV ........ t. ) 
( Clielr: ill U.is Hx te ..... HY .-stnot. ) 

~ 
Ql ¢ 

FIGURE B.14Marian's construct screen 

This is also true of the constructs which she can see by 
clicking on the To Constructs button to take her to the list of 
constructs shown in Figure B.14. When the elicitation starts 
all the elements and constructs will be unrated as shown by 
the bullet marks. 

Clicking on the top box under the list of constructs will 
take Marian to each unrated construct in turn. 
Alternatively, she can choose each construct, in any order, 
and rate all the elements on it in the usual way. They will 
be listed on the left of the screen as usual. When all the 
elements have been rated on a construct, that construct is 
marked in the construct list so that Marian can see at a 
glance which ones she still has to do. 

By comparing pairs of these exchange grids it is possible 
to map the extent of overlap of the agreement and 
understanding between Marian and Philip. Since Marian's 
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views of Philip, and Philip's views of Marian are unrelated, 
this must be done both ways round, with Philip exchanging 
with Marian's original grid. This will help them in coming to 
understand their agreements and disagreements with the 
way the other perceives the world, and to help them to 
understand and use the constructs of the other. This can 
easily be done for all pairs of individuals in a group, giving a 
basis for explicitly seeing the content of any disagreement or 
misunderstanding of the topic in question. 

Processing in RepGrid 

The currently selected grid can be processed with the options 
of Display, FOCUS and PrinCom. For each of these choices, 
there are many options as to the form of the data produced. 
For example, Philip chose to have the element names placed 
in the center below the grid as shown in Figure B.l5. 

Display: Philip 
EJements:6, Constructs: 8, Range: 1 to 5, Context: my view of friends 

don'tseeoften 1 

boring 2 

not much liks me 3 

easygoing 4 

don1 earn much 5 

don1 !rUst them 6 

notfriendly 7 

don1 spend much money a 

123456 

1 5 4 2 2 1 

5 3 1 4 1 2 

1 5 2 2 1 2 

1 5 4 2 4 2 

2 5 1 5 1 4 

1 4 5 5 1 2 

5 4 2 5 2 1 

5 5 1 4 1 2 

1 see often 

2 funtobewilh 

3 6ksme 

4 uptight 
5 eamalot 

6 lrUstthem 

7 friendly 

8 spend a lot of money 

1:3411= 
Milo> 

: Ann 

david 
John 

FIGURE B.15 Philip's displayed grid 
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FOCUS: Philip 
ElemeniS: 6, ConslrUCIS: 8, Range: 1 to 5, CcnteX1: my view of friends 

seeoften 1 

eama)ot 

spend a lot of money 

,.., tobewilh 

friencly 

100 90 80 70 60 

: :;;,:~::::::::~ 
1 _,...,-., ........ . 

3 not much like me··· •• ·· 
5 _,earnrnuc:h-······· 

:~~-~~ 
1 1 7 not friendly·------··--· 

l1lJ}:::t. ~ §:::::·:z990 eo 70 60 50 

1 : ...•............. 4 Mik&--········--····· 
: .................... 2 David················· 

FIGURE B.16Philip's FOCUSed grid 

A FOCUS analysis can be produced with clusters 
exhibited up to certain levels of match, the element tree 
above or to the right of the grid and shading and/or values 
indicating the ratings. If Text is selected, element and 
construct matching score values will be produced, and put 
into the Log file or some other file of the user's choice. 

In this case, Philip chose to have the element tree on the 
right with cut off values of 50 for elements and 60 for 
constructs, both values and shading are displayed, and 
element and construct numbers. Both scales for the two 
trees were also selected. The FOCUS analysis output is 
shown in Figure B.16. 

Looking at the FOCUS output, we can see friends who 
are seen in a similar way by looking at the clusters at the 
bottom right. There are two main clusters here, Ann, 
Rosemary and Peter; then John, Mike and David. There are 
three main construct clusters shown at the top right, the 
single one at the top, and two larger clusters below. 
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Phlllp-PrlnCom 
rrt.Com:~ 

n.mtnts:6, C..Structs:8, Ranp: 11o5, tont.xt:"'' .,...,_. of'ftoilncls 

FIGURE B.17 Philip's PrinCom output 

With PrinCom any two components can be chosen and, as 
with FOCUS, the actual values in the calculations can be 
printed out if the user wishes. In this case Philip just 
wanted to see the first two components, shown in Figure 
B.17. This can be scrolled and the names moved to make the 
output more readable. 
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PrinCom: Philip 
Elemen1s: 6, ConSIJUCts: 8, Range: 1 to 5, Context: my view of friends 

•David 

FIGURE B.18Philip's PrinCom output in MacDraw 

This, or any other, picture can be saved as a RepGrid or 
MacDraw file in the usual way. 
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Display: Marian as ff she were Philip 
Elements: 6, Constructs: 8, Range: 1to 5, Context: my view of friends 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

don, see often 1 1 5 4 2 2 1 1 see often 

boring 2 5 3 1 4 1 4 2 !unto be w~h 

not much like me 3 1 5 2 2 1 4 3 like me 

easygoing 4 4 1 4 2 4 5 4 uptight 

don, earn much 5 2 4 1 5 1 1 5 earnalot 

don, trust them 6 4 1 2 5 1 5 6 trust them 

not friendly 7 5 4 2 5 2 1 7 friendly 

don, spend much money 8 1 2 1 4 1 2 8 spend a lot of money 

2 

~ 
4 5 6 

j Peter 

Rosemary 

Mike 

Ann 

David 

John 

FIGURE B.19Marian's grid as if she were Philip 

Figure B.19 shows the grid elicited from Marian in her 
role as Philip. We can now use the Socio program to 
compare the two. The example we will give here is to show 
the difference grid which is computed by subtracting one set 
of ratings from the other. These are then ordered to put the 
most similar constructs at the top, and the most similar 
elements at the right. 
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Marian as if she were Philip consensus-with Philip 
100 90 80 70 60 50 

see often·~ .................... ....................................... .. 

friendy ------------ ------- ------------
fun to be with ·.. .... ... .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .. ...................... .. 

don't spend much 

FIGURE B.20 The difference grid of Philip and Marian as if 
she were Philip 

In Figure B.20, we can see that most of the difference 
grid is empty. This shows all the places that Marian 
understands how Philip rated their friends. For example, 
the top two constructs "don't see often-see often," arid "not 
friendly-friendly" consist only of agreements, as do the two 
elements on the right side Rosemary and Mike. They 
disagree the most about Peter (in the left-most column), and 
who they "trust" (on the bottom row). 

Here, the numbers indicate the differences in the two 
ratings, not the actual ratings. So if we want to know which 
of Philip or Marian think David is one of their friends who 
"don't spend much money" we must look back at the 
individual grids shown in Figures B.15 and B.19. 
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Carol 

To finish this Appendix on RepGrid, we will look at the 
FOCUS and PrinCom analyses of the final grid from Carol in 
Chapter5. 

FOCUS: carol 
Elements: 9, Constructs: 6, Range: 1 tD S. Context coping with a crisis 

woUdn't ciatupi:John 
no gain in independence 

humdrum 

Irreversible 

cost more money 

emotional strain 

100 90 80 70 60 

: =~~:::::~~~ 
• exciting .......................... .. 
2 reversible ...................... .. 

1 mike more money ........ .. 

5 phySical strain .............. .. 

s 9 s 4 2 1 ~ 1 s 100 so eo 10 so so 

il~:ll:'\'~j:Jr~~ 
L .......................... 5 ,...,,ach?d········••~ 

FIGURE B.21 Carol's FOCUSed grid 

From FOCUS in Figure B.21, it is clear to see that the 
columns with the most dark gray ratings, which are 
described by the right hand pole names are the middle 
cluster on the bottom right, 3, 1, 2 and 4. This gives the 
same results as the hand analysis we did in Chapter 5. 
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PrinCan:cara 
Elements: 9, constructs: 6, Range: 1 to 5, Context: coping with a aisis 

wouldn't dis""t John 

FIGURE B.22 Carol's PrinCom 

From Figure B.22 we can immediately see that the 
construct "make more money~ost more money" is very 
short. This indicates that it is not well represented in these 
two components, and hence is somewhat different from the 
others. Again the desired elements are together on the 
bottom right side of the plot, with the pole names that best 
represent them. 

It would now be a good exercise to go back to Chapter 5 
and review the discussion in the light of these two analyses. 
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What do you need to run RepGrid? 

RepGrid will run on a Macintosh Plus, SE, II, or later 
models with 2 Megabytes or more of memory operating 
under the latest official release of the operating system 
(System 6.0.5 or 7.0, or later). 

It will not operate on early Macintosh machines with less 
than 2 Megabytes of memory, having the 64K roms, or 
operating under older releases of the operating system. 

RepGrid can take full advantage of memory above 2 
Megabytes and of hard disks. 

RepGrid will operate under MultiFinder. Running it 
together with other programs usually requires more than 2 
Megabytes of memory. 

The preferred printer for RepGrid is the LaserWriter 
which renders the graphic analyses at publication quality. 
The Image Writer is supported for draft output. 

Text and graphic import and export are fully supported 
in RepGrid, both through files and through the clipboard. 

RepGrid is available from: 

Centre for Person-Computer Studies 
3019 Underhill Drive NW 
Calgary 
Alberta 
CANADA T2N 4E4. 



GRID FORMS 

Now it is your turn. We have provided you with some forms 
on the following pages and have given detailed instructions 
in Chapters 2, 3, and 4, on how to elicit and process your 
grid. Just one warning: you will need to practice two or 
three times on yourself and close friends before you can 
expect to use the grid for serious problems. Like many other 
things it is a skill that will improve with sensitive and 
careful practice. 
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Fartllar 
raading 

There is a wide range of published material on personal 
construct psychology, repertory grids and their applications. 
The list below covers some key works that are relevant 
background to the theory or to grid elicitation techniques. 

Personal Construct Psychology 
Kelly, G.A. (1955). The Psychology of Personal 
Constructs. New York: Norton. Reprinted by Routledge. 

The two-volume work that first developed personal 
construct psychology and repertory grid techniques has 
been out of print for many years. It was reprinted by 
Routledge in 1991. 

172 
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Kelly, G.A (1963). A Theory of Personality. New York: 
Norton. 

This is the first three chapters of Kelly's 1955 book 
published as a paperback. 

Mancuso, J.R. & Adams-Webber, J.R., Eds. (1982). The 
Construing Person. New York: Praeger. 

A thoughtful introduction to personal construct 
psychology, discussing Kelly's fundamental postulate and 
each of his corollaries. 

Bannister, D. & Fransella, F. (1980). Inquiring Man: 
The Theory of Personal Constructs, 2nd ed. 
Middlesex: Penguin 

This paperback is a good introduction to Kelly's ideas and 
to the repertory grid. 

Repertory Grids 

Fransella, F. & Bannister, D. (1977). A Manual for 
Repertory Grid Technique. London: Academic Press. 

An introduction to repertory grid elicitation, analysis and 
applications in clinical psychology. 

Computer-Based Elicitation and Analysis 

*Shaw, M.L.G. (1980). On Becoming a Personal 
Scientist. London: Academic Press. 

A detailed description of some of the early elicitation and 
analysis programs and their applications with many 
sample runs. 

* Shaw, M.L.G., Ed. (1981). Recent Advances in 
Personal Construct Technology. London: Academic 
Press. 
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Papers from a range of users of repertory grid techniques 
on computers covering applications and new 
developments. 

* Mancuso, J.C. & Shaw, M.L.G., Eds. (1988). Cognition 
and Personal Structure: Computer Access and 
Analysis. New York: Praeger Press. 

Papers from a range of developers of computer programs 
for the elicitation and analysis of construct systems, 
using a variety of techniques originating from personal 
construct psychology. 

Principal Components Analysis 

Slater, P., Ed. (1976). Explorations of Intrapersonal 
Space: Volume 1. London: John Wiley. 

Applications of principal components analysis of 
repertory grids . 

Slater, P., Ed. (1977). Dimensions of lntrapersonal 
Space: Volume 2. London: John Wiley. 

Papers from a range of users of repertory grid techniques 
on computers covering applications and new 
developments. 

Journals 

The International Journal of Personal Construct 
Psychology covers a wide range of studies and 
theoretical issues of personal construct psychology and 
some applications of repertory grids . 

*Available from: Centre for Person-Computer Studies 
(see page 166). 
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family relationships, 5, 15, 18, 39, 65, 88, 104, 162-163 
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grid 
analysis (see grid, processing) 
elicitation, 5-16, 17,85-87 
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forms, 8, 14, 167-177 
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processing, 20, 21-34, 83, 133-139, 140-142, 158-165 

ideal self, 6, 27 
industrial inspection, 130 
interviewing, 85-87 

learning and teaching, 2, 15, 62-73 
life crisis, 35 

managers, 84, 85, 89, 115-127 
music, 15 

personality, 74-81 
personality tests, 75, 77-79, 81 

preference, 55-60, 77 

questionnaire, 116, 125-126 

rating scale, 13, 14, 34, 39, 55, 66, 78, 133-139, 144 
reading, 15 
RepGrid computer programs, 34, 120, 140-166 
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socionets, 115-122 
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teenage problems, 1, 5, 104-114 
television programs, 15 
thinking,2,4,14, 18,27,29,84,87 

understanding,95,99, 142,155,157-158,163 
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• 
Now here is a clear explanation of how to use a proven 
scientific technique to solve everyday problems and make 
shrewd decisions. Based on professional scientific research, 
Think Again demonstrates how repertory grids can be used 
in even the most confusing private situations. 

The method is simple. All anyone needs is a pencil and the 
will to explore a problem before making a reasonable 
decision. The grid organizes your thoughts and reveals your 
answer, logically. 

The grid has been used effectively in industry, management, 
and education. In this guide, the authors present real-life 
case histories in an approach to personal and group 
applications of the grid. A Macintosh computer program for 
grid elicitation and analysis is also described in this 
introduction to a powerful, personal tool. 

Mildred L.G. Shaw and Cliff McKnight 

Centre for Person-Computer Studies, Calgary. 
Revised 1992. 




